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Helps for your Cost Reduction Program
by BENJAMIN P. HAMILTON, JR.
E W, IF AN Y , FI N AN CI AL PROGRAMS

offer more to operating people or have a

F healthier impact on operating results than a well- organized cost reduction

program. In some companies, aggressively promoted cost reduction drives
have been major factors in reducing costs by 5 per cent to 10 per cent for several
consecutive years. The same results are possible in almost any company that
establishes a sound cost reduction plan and follows through with aggressive
company -wide action. If you are planning, or already operating, a cost reduction
activity in your company, the writer believes the organization and operating
practices to be described in this article will help make it successful.
Selling Cost Reduction to Management
Top management backing is a key ingredient in effective cost reduction. Be
sure that top management is fully convinced that costs can be reduced. There
should be no reservations, management -wise, about the desirability of the program. Top management should not only endorse the cost reduction program;
top management, and especially the executive manager, should periodically back
the cost reduction drive with talks and bulletins.
Like any management program, the advantages of cost reduction need
convincing and realistic explanation. One of the main advantages of the cost
reduction approach to reducing expenses and improving productivity is the
psychological impact from targeting improvements in expenses. You can get
much greater management interest in accomplishing a $10,000 cost reduction
than in meeting a budget of $90,000 for an activity that cost $100,000 the year
before. One of the reasons for this is difference in emphasis. A savings of
$5,000 is only half of the cost reduction target but is within 5 per cent of the
budget. A manager may feel satisfaction in coming within 5 per cent of his
budget but none at all in missing a cost reduction goal by 50 per cent.
Another factor is that cost reduction targets are constant throughout the year.

BENJAMIN P. HAMILTON, JR., New York Chapter (Philadelphia 1 9 5 1 ) , is Assistant to
the Controller of the Electronics Division of Curtiss - Wright Corporation, Wood- Ridge,
New Jersey. Prior to joining Curtiss - Wright he was with the Atlantic Refining Company
as head of its Analysis and Research Section. He also worked as management systems engineer for R.C.A. and the Bethlehem Steel Company. Mr. Hamilton is a previous contributor
to the Bulletin.
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In the above illustration, the target is always $10,000 and progress in meeting
the target is easily followed. Also, when performance against each departmental
target is expressed in per cent and compared with other departments, interdepartmental competition is encouraged.
A third significant factor favoring cost reduction targeting occurs because
budget controls include all expenses. As a result, favorable or unfavorable
variances may be due to non - controllable items. All such extraneous factors are
excluded from progress reported in meeting cost reduction targets.
A fourth important factor favoring cost reduction targeting comes from
reporting cost reduction on a non - calendar basis. Since any manager has a good
working chance of meeting his cost reduction target right up through the last
month of each calendar year, the incentive for improvement continues strong
throughout the year. On the other hand, and to the serious disadvantage of
relying on budget controls, any operating saving that counts substantially against
budget must be made early in the calendar or fiscal year. It is generally agreed
that this tends to discourage improvements in the latter part of the calendar year.

Keep the Ground Rules Brief

is

It pays to keep cost reduction ground rules informal and simple. Your cost
reduction work should not be handicapped by red tape. It is good practice to
prepare a short manual that defines and gives examples of cost reductions.
Design a brief form with space for listing previous actual (or previously
planned) costs and a comparable statement on the new operation or plan, for
use in reporting cost reduction. It is best not to ask for pages of documentation
with each project. You should make sure, though, that back -up information
available in the transmitting department.
It will usually reduce the impact and effectiveness of your program if you ask
participating departments to offset savings made in one activity with unrelated
increases occurring in another. Remember that the main objective of your cost
reduction program is to create an atmosphere of cost consciousness and conservation. Each department and individual should get full credit for all cost
conservation. While it is important that costs for other items and functions are
not increased, you should be able to rely on a cost avoidance program plus the
usual budget and head count controls to hold new costs in check. Reducing cost
reduction savings by deducting increases in unrelated items has a deadening
effect on cost reduction drives.
For this reason, it is also suggested that you do not try to use cost reduction
savings to reconcile the variances between one year's profits and the next.
6
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Your cost reduction accomplishments should be considered a rate of participation
in the program, rather than accomplishment in any one year. You should be
looking mainly for a high rate of new suggestions in place of exact bookkeeping
on the amount accomplished in one calendar or fiscal year.
Organize for Effective Follow Up
Another key factor in a good program is follow -up. The first organization
step is naming a cost reduction chairman for the company. He can be head of
your budget or cost control department but, preferably, should be a separate
administrator selected for this purpose. The person appointed chairman should
have much of his time free for cost reduction work. Next, see that each department appoints a cost reduction representative. He can be a member of existing
line organization. In the operating departments, the appointees should preferably
be operating people, not members of a financial service organization. The cost
reduction chairman should make sure that each representative has needed time
free for administering the cost reduction activities in his department.
All cost reduction representatives should meet regularly —at least bi-weekly —
to discuss common problems and to plan action or new cost reduction progress.
Each meeting should review progress made by each participating department and
each department's plans for future accomplishments. It should be clearly
established in these meetings that each cost reduction representative is responsible for a strong follow -up within his department to see that cost reduction
ideas are forthcoming and are put into effect.
When the plans made by any department show signs of a serious lag, it helps
to hold "barnstorming" sessions with the department's key personnel. At these
sessions the main purpose is to encourage participants to talk freely and to
advance ideas, regardless of merit. Sometimes a seemingly implausible idea will
lead to a worthwhile conclusion. To help make sure that all participants express
ideas freely, it is best to restrict meetings to one supervisory level at a time.
Try to get your chief executive to address the regular cost reduction meetings
in each major plant or office once each year. Supplement this with talks by
your financial vice president, controller and other top executives. Also, from
time to time, schedule talks by department and division managers who are doing
an outstanding cost reduction job.
Set Stiff Targets
As a rule of thumb, your first -year targets should average 5 per cent to 10 per
cent of operating expenses. The same targets should apply to all purchased
JANUARY , 1959
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materials and supplies. If your program is administered and operating effectively,
the chances are you can continue the same target rates for several years. One
reason for expecting continued high performance is that many projects take one
or more years to plan and put into effect.
A single cost reduction target for each department is not enough to give you
full benefits from a cost reduction program. High accomplishments can be
obtained by setting three separate targets. One of these is the basic cost reduction target for improvements in methods, organization, yield and from lower
prices paid for purchased products and services. Another essential and separate
target should be established for improvements in work pace. This is usually
described as productivity cost reduction. However, it excludes any improvements
from productivity gains from new facilities. It includes all gains either from
greater productivity from the same work force or from reduction in head count
caused by improvements in work pace.
The third target is a cost avoidance target. This is credit for making improvements in plans. It is an attempt to get closer to the millennium when, if all plans
were perfect, no cost reduction could be accomplished. Since plans can never be
perfect, the cost avoidance program is a factor in before -the -fact control of costs.
It encourages careful scrutiny and improvements in plans. Cost avoidances are
always reductions in planned costs. This is a hard and fast dividing line.

Use Program to Create Atmosphere of Cost Conservation
Remember that your main objective is to encourage a feeling for cost reduction and cost conservation throughout the organization. Be liberal but realistic
in granting cost reduction credits. Always be careful that you do not discourage
cost reduction work by disallowing cost saving due to technicalities in your
cost reduction rules. Any legitimate savings or avoidance of expenses should be
accepted as a cost reduction. However, generally, no cost reduction should be
credited until the improved methods, reduced price, increased yield or other
conservation has been accepted and installed. Cost reduction accomplishments
should be based on results. It will weaken your program if you allow reduction
credit for planned savings. However, if company policy dictates that excess
employees must be retained on the payroll, pending assignment to other jobs,
the cost reduction should be allowed. Your objective should be to encourage
making new methods operative as soon as practicable. Prompt action would be
discouraged if no credit was granted until excess employees were absorbed.
On the whole, the best way to promote cost reduction is to include all employees. Organize your cost reduction program in such a manner that maximum
8
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influence is exerted on every employee to maintain a cost - conscious attitude.
Each employee must be encouraged so that he is willing and anxious to advance
any idea that may result in a savings, no matter how small. If you have a suggestion system, organize this system as part of your cost reduction program.
Psychology is an important part of a good cost reduction effort. Convince
your supervisors and managers, through examples of savings actually made, that
continuing cost reduction accomplishments are practicable. It will help if you
have slides and a documentary tape showing the purposes of the cost reduction
production program and illustrating typical accomplishments. Show this to all
administrative and supervisory employees and to all other employees who can
give assistance in reducing costs.
It pays to keep the cost of operating the cost reduction system as low as possible. It not only saves expense but it is good psychology to operate with minimum of organization and paperwork costs. One full -time employee or less is
usually enough for any program. You should scrupulously avoid expensive
forms and records. All meetings of cost reduction representatives should be
brief and to the point.
As far as possible, make cost reduction thinking an important part of the
work -day life of each manager and supervisor. Cost reduction accomplishments
should be made a major factor in merit reviews. All managers and supervisors
should be aware that their advancement with the company will at least partly
depend on the cost reduction accomplishment of their organization.
Targets for Staff Groups; Special Rules and Practices
Memorandum cost reduction targets should be set for systems and procedures
and other staff groups that have the analysis and reduction of expenses as one
of their main functions. It will help encourage cooperation between departments
if actual savings are reported by the benefiting departments. This method of
reporting encourages operation department acceptance of the management
engineering activity. In general, no credit is given to any department merely
for advancing an idea. However, if a department other than a management
engineering department actually steps in and helps develop the idea, then the
actual saving should be shared by the departments which work together in putting the idea into practice.
It will discredit your cost reduction program if unjustified cost reductions or
avoidances are accepted. In the long nun, any oversight in equitably enforcing
the rules is likely to come to the attention of other departments making a conscientious effort to abide by the rules. To help make sure that no unjustified
JANUARY , 1959
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cost reductions are accepted, the chairman of the cost reduction committee must
have authority to refuse credit. Also, he must be free to question any proposed
cost reduction and require reasonable proof that it has been accomplished.
Beyond the surveillance of the cost reduction chairman or his representative,
cost reduction justification should be regularly examined by the auditing department. The audit should not insist on down -to- the -penny accounting but it should
make sure that all departments are complying with the general rules described
above.

Check List of Key Items in a Cost Reduction Program
If you are planning or already operating a cost reduction program, check all
of the following items, most of which have been covered here, to make sure
that you are not missing any action which would make your program more
effective:
1.
2.

Organize a cost reduction committee under a permanent chairman.
Make sure that cost reduction representatives are appointed by
each department and that each has time free for cost reduction
work.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Prepare a brief manual of rules.
Keep the rules as simple and informal as possible.
Get top management backing.
Do not offset savings with increased expense for other items.
Have regular meetings of cost reduction representatives —at least
bi- weekly.
8. Set stiff targets (from 5 per cent to 10
per cent of operating
expenses.)
9. Try "brainstorming" sessions.
10. Set three separate targets:

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
10

a. Cost reduction.
b. Cost avoidance.
c. Productivity cost reductions.
Keep cost reduction administration expenses low.
Administer your cost reduction program to stimulate an atmosphere of cost conservation.
Make cost reduction performance a factor in merit reviews.
Set memorandum targets for management engineering activities.
Do not accept unjustified cost reductions.
Have your auditors regularly check completed cost reductions.
N.A.A. BULLETIN
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Inventory Control and Horse Kicks
by WALTER KENNON

TO

SERVICE FORD CARS AND TRU CKS t h e r e a r e o v e r 4 0 , 0 0 0 d i f f e r e n t p a r t s

stored in twenty -five parts depots located throughout the United States, plus
other depots in foreign countries. One of the major problems in the control of
this inventory is determining order points for the most profitable operations and
the best customer service. The key to the solution of this problem is the prediction of demand and of variations in demand.

Horse Kicking and Variations in Demand for Parts
The prediction of demand is based upon past sales, the number of vehicles
in operation, and the effects of any engineering changes.
Although this prediction is rather simple, the prediction of variations in demand is more complicated. For this we use the theoretical results developed
from an analysis of soldier fatalities from horse kicks in the Prussian Army in
1898. If the exposure of soldiers to horses is large, but if the probability of a
soldier's being kicked is small and if the expected number of kicks for some
period of time is constant, then the variations in the number of kicks follows a
special statistical probability distribution known as the Poisson distribution.
Variations in the demand for repair parts are analogous to the horse kicking
theory. There are approximately 12,200,000 Ford vehicles on the road. All are
exposed to the possibility of parts failure. (The exposure of soldiers to horses
is large.) The probability of a part's failure is small. (The probability of a
horse's kick is small.) At the same time the expected demand or the number
of expected failures is constant. (The number of kicks is constant.) Therefore,
the analogy between parts demanded and soldiers kicked is valid. The same
theory used to estimate variations in the number of soldiers kicked can also be
used to estimate variations in parts demanded.

WALTER KENNON, Atlanta Chapter (Chicago 195 2), is Research Economist with the
Industrial Development Branch of the Engineering Experiment Station of Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia. When this work on inventory control was developed, Dr. Kennon was a Financial Analyst in parts a nd a ccessories with the Ford Motor
Company, Detroit, Michigan. Prior to this he wa s a member of the fa cu lty of the University of Chicago. Dr. Kennon, a previous contributor to the Bulletin, is currently
serving a s Publica tions Director of Atlanta Chapter.
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The Most Profitable Inventory Order Point
The major use of the Poisson distribution for inventory control is to determine
the optimum inventory point. A certain cylinder block will be used to
illustrate. The cylinder block must be ordered a month ahead of delivery. We
normally expect a monthly demand of 336 units. From the Poisson distribution
we know the probability of different demands as follows:
Probability

Units
demanded
From 266 to
271 to
276 to
281 to
286 to

271
276
281
286
291

to 296
to 301
to 306

0.02ofo
0.04%
0.081fo
0.18-yo
0.39%

291
296
301
3o6
311

to 311
to 316

0.75
1.35
2.24
3.64
5.10

316
321
326
331
336

to
to
to
to
to

321
326
331
336
341

6.82
8.51
10.24
10.64
10.64

Units
demanded
From 341 to
346 to
351 to
356 to
361 to
366
371
376
381
386

Probability
346
351
356
361
366

10.24Jo
8.51
6.82
5.10
3.64

371
376
381
386
391

2.24
1.35
0.75
0.39
0.18

391 to 396
396 to 401
401 to 406

0.08
0.04
0.02

to
to
to
to
to

Total

l0O.00Qlo
0

From this distribution we know the probability of having sales back orders
for various inventory order points. For example, if a purchase order is placed
when there are 336 units in inventory, we can meet demand 50.00 per cent of
the time during delivery periods. Or if the inventory ordering point is at 381
units, we can meet demand 99.29 per cent of the time. Thus, when the ordering point is low, we can expect to be out of stock more often than when the
ordering point is high. In terms of horses kicking soldiers, if a small reserve
of soldiers is carried, the probability of having unfilled vacancies in the ranks
due to horse kicking injuries is large. If a large reserve is carried, the probabilities of having vacancies is small. Furthermore, in both the case of inventories and soldiers, we can calculate the probabilities.
For larger ordering points, we expect to sell more parts and thus to have
larger profits. If customers wish to buy a part and it is out of stock, they are
likely to go to a competitor to buy the part. We lose sales entirely. Or, even
if sales are not lost, there are certain expenses in processing and handling back
12
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orders. Customers are dissatisfied when a part is not in stock and they must
wait and possibly call back for delivery. Therefore, it is to our advantage to
have as few back orders as possible by having a large inventory when the
purchase order is placed.
On the other hand, it is costly to carry inventories. They require the investment of funds which could otherwise be used for profits in other operations.
Inventories also require warehouse space. Thus, although it is costly to have
back orders, it is also costly to carry inventories to reduce the amount of back
orders. If we analyze the costs of back orders and the costs of carrying inventories, we can determine the most profitable inventory ordering point.
The same argument is also true in the case of horse kicking. If a soldier is
kicked and there is not a replacement for him in the ranks, the effectiveness of
the fighting force is diminished. We would like to have reserve troops to fill
the ranks. However, it is costly to carry reserves since they must be housed and
fed. Therefore, there is an optimum reserve to carry.
This means that there are two factors determining the most profitable ordering point: ( 1 ) the increase in profits by making immediate delivery from inventory instead of having back orders and (2) the carrying costs of inventory to
prevent back orders. The first factor, the increase in profits, is the more difficult
to estimate. We do not know the sales that are lost or the customer's reaction
when we are out of stock. Some customers are patient and will wait for future
deliveries. Others buy only the specific out -of -stock parts from competitors.
Others like a supplier who carries a full line. They buy all parts from the competitor if we are out of stock on one or a few items. From marketing surveys,
the intermediate case seems to be typical. Only the sales of specific out -of -stock
parts are lost. Sales are made only if the parts are in inventory.
With this assumption, we can calculate the number of parts that can be sold
with different ordering points. In the case of the cylinder, we know that 0.02
per cent of the time demand during the delivery lead period is between 266
and 271 units or, at the mid - point, is 268.5 units. This means that, from repeated delivery periods, we can expect to sell 0.0537 units (0.02 per cent of
268.5 units) in a delivery lead period, if we satisfy only this segment of demand. If we have 336 units in inventory when the purchase order is placed,
i.e., an inventory equal to expected demand, we can satisfy all segments of
demand through 336 units during the delivery lead period. By adding the
expected sales, we can expect to sell 160.64 units from these segments satisfied. Those segments of demand greater than 336 units can be only partly
satisfied because we have only 336 units in inventory.
By adding the probabilities of demand being greater than 336 units, we
JANUARY , 1959
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know that this occurs 50.00 per cent of the time. This means that 50.00 per
cent of the time we can sell our entire inventory of 336 units but cannot sell
more because we are out of stock. From these segments of demand we can expect to sell 168.00 units (50.00 per cent of 336 units). Thus, if we have 336
units in inventory when a purchase order is placed, we can expect to sell 160.64
units from the segments of demand that are fully satisfied and 168.00 units
from the segments of demand partly satisfied. This is a total of 328.64 units
that we can expect to sell during a delivery period if we have 336 units in
inventory at the beginning of the period. The sale of 328.64 units is less than
the expected demand and inventory of 336 units because sales are lost by being
out of stock. By the same reasoning, we can determine the expected sales for
different ordering points.
For the total expected annual sales in delivery lead periods, the expected
sales in a single delivery lead period are multiplied by the number of such periods in a year. In the case of the cylinder, purchase orders are placed monthly,
with twelve delivery periods in a year. (Because orders are placed monthly
and delivery periods are one month long, when one order is received another
is placed. We are always in a delivery lead period. Although this is true in
the particular case of the cylinder, it is not generally true and, in any case, is
irrelevant to the analysis.) Thus, if the ordering point is at 336 units, we can
normally expect annual sales during delivery lead periods of 3,943.68 units
(328.64 units in each delivery period multiplied by 12 delivery periods per
year.)
For the optimum ordering point, profits are one of the major factors and
must be determined for the various points. This is easily accomplished by multiplying the units sold during delivery lead periods by the variable profit per
unit. In this case, the variable profits for the cylinder is $48.78 per unit. If
the ordering point is at 336 units, expected annual sales during delivery periods
are 3,943.68 units. At a variable profit of $48.78 per unit this is a total variable profit of $192,372.71. The total variable profit for different ordering points
can be determined similarly.
But, to determine the optimum ordering point, total variable profits are not
enough. The relevant amount is the increase in profits related to the increase
in the ordering point. The latter will be increased as long as the increase in
profits is greater than the increase in inventory carrying costs. These increases
in profits, or marginal profits, as we shall call them, are easily calculated by
subtracting the total variable profits for different ordering points. For example,
if the ordering point is at 341 instead of 336, variable profits increase from
$192,372.71 to $193,683.92. This is a marginal profit of $1,311.21 for the five14
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unit increase in the ordering point. In the same way, the marginal profits for
each five -unit increase in ordering points can be calculated.
These marginal profits do not include any deductions for the cost of storing
inventories. Storage costs are $6.20 for five units of the cylinder. After subtracting this cost from the gross marginal profit, we can get the net marginal
profit for each additional five units addition to the ordering point. These net
marginal profits are as follows:
Ordering

Net marginal

Net marginal

Ordering

profit

point

profit

point
341
346
351
356
361

$1,305.01
994.76
719.65
497.21
321.60

376
381
386
391
396

$52.33
28.93
11.36
(0.35)
(6.20)

366

192.82
116.73

401
406

(6 . 2 0 )
(6 . 2 0 )

371

T h e n e t ma r g i n a l pr o fi t s a r e p o si t iv e u n t i l th e o r de r in g po i nt pa sse s 3 8 6 u n it s,

or 390 units to be exact. Any larger ordering point has a negative return and
is obviously unprofitable.

Return on Investm ent
In

calculating

the

net

marginal

profit from the last five units increase
in the ordering point, a charge for the
return on investment has not been
included. Yet each increase in the
ordering point means that there is a
corresponding increase in the inventories that must be carried. If the
funds are not invested in inventory,
they can earn profits in alternative
business uses. Therefore, the return on
investment should be included in the
analysis. In the case of the cylinder,
the investment is $906.25 for each
five units of inventory. By dividing
this investment into the net marginal
profit, we can determine the rate of
J A N U A R Y , 1959
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return for each five units increase because the marginal profit decreases while
the inventory investment remains constant at $906.25 for each five units. This
declining marginal rate of return is illustrated in Exhibit 1.
To maximize profits, additional investments are made in inventory as long
as the rate of return is greater than the rate from alternative investments which
should earn at least a 50 per cent return after considering the risks involved.
Therefore, in the case of the cylinder, the optimum ordering point is 357 units,
as shown in Exhibit 1. All smaller investments earn more than 50 per cent.
All larger ones earn less.
Of course the same procedures for determining the optimum inventory ordering point can be applied to all parts. The cylinder was used to illustrate. For
comparison, here are the optimum ordering points for four parts, including the
cylinder:
Part
Cylinder
Bumper
Gear
Window assembly

Optimum ordering
point
357 Units
1,035
33
122

"
"
"

Customer Service as a Criterion
Although the ordering point for 50 per cent marginal return results in maximum profits, customer service is very poor because the probabilities of being out
of stock are great. For each of the four parts used for comparison, the probabilities of being out of stock in a delivery period are as follows:
Part
Cylinder
Bumper
Gear
Window assembly

Probability of being
out of stock
12.30%
13.35
5.00
25.78

The window assembly has the largest possibility of being out of stock. For
this part we can expect to be out of stock 25.78 per cent of the time during
delivery periods. A little more than one- fourth of the delivery periods have
back orders for this part. However, instead of setting the order point for maximum profits, we can set it for some standard of customer service. For example,
we can set the ordering point where there will be out -of -stock conditions only
99 per cent of the time during delivery periods. In this case, the ordering points
for the parts selected for illustration are as follows:
16
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Ordering point for being
Part

it,?stock 99% of the time
379
1,074
37
142

Cylinder
Bumper
Gear
Window assembly

In moving from a position for optimum profits to one for some standard of
customer service, profits are lost. The loss is easily calculated by comparing
the additional profits from increased sales by the larger inventory with the
carrying costs of the inventory. For the four parts the net profit losses are as
follows:
Profits lost
Part
$1,374.21
Cylinder
120.59
Bumper
Gear
4.60
38.57
Window assembly
Thus, for each part, we know the cost of giving various degrees of "good"
customer service.
Days' Supply as a Criferion

a

The criterion of days' supply is widely used in practice as a standard of inventory balance. If the inventory is in balance, there is the same or normal number of days' supply for each part. If a given part has more than the normal
number of days' supply, the part is considered to be overstocked. If part has
less than the normal number of days' supply, it is understocked. By calculating
the number of days' supply when orders are placed under both the profit and
the customer service criterion, we get this comparison:

Part
Cylinder
Bumper
Gear
Window assembly

Days' supply for ordering point
Profit
Customer service
criterion
criterion
31.88

33.85

93.15
39.62

96.66
44.42
50.91

43.74

Neither the criterion of maximum profits nor the criterion of customer service
results in balanced inventories by the criterion of days' supply. The difference
is caused by the facts that each criterion serves a different purpose and depends
upon a different set of factors. The profit criterion results in an optimum orderJ A N U A R Y , 1939
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ing point for maximum profits. The service criterion results in an optimum
inventory for some standard of customer service, which may also result in certain long -run profit objectives. The optimum inventory under the profit criterion depends upon expected demand during the delivery period. The number of days' supply is not a factor under either the profit or the service criterion.
Therefore, neither of these criteria results in balanced inventories by the days'
Supply
criterion, but each is appropriate in serving its purpose.
Although both the profit and the service criteria are supported by strong
arguments, there are serious doubts about the appropriateness of days' supply
as a criterion for inventory. Although this criterion is widely used in practice,
it is based upon the unrealistic assumption of a "siege" where the supply is cut
off. Under siege conditions, the objective is to have a parts inventory for the
necessary repairs to keep vehicles in operation for the maximum period of time
with the minimum investment. Under such conditions the optimum inventory
is one in which all parts have the same number of days' supply. Therefore, if
there is a condition of siege, a balanced inventory by the criterion of days' supply is logical. However, we seldom encounter such extreme conditions. Rather
than a siege, we have a regularly recurring inventory cycle with the ordering,
receiving, and selling of merchandise. If we have this recurring cycle and not
a siege conditions, we would normally carry a larger number of days' supply
as a realistic criterion for inventory ordering points and accept either the profit
or the service criterion.

Other Inventory Control Problems
Determining the optimum inventory, ordering point is the major use of the
Poisson distribution, but it is extended to other applications in inventory control. For example, Ford has twenty -five parts depots located throughout the
United States. With this tool it is possible to determine the optimum amount of
inventory at each depot. This analysis plus other considerations resulted in an
inventory policy for three classes of inventory. Non - functional parts, i.e., parts
not essential for the operation of a vehicle, are stocked at only one location
(Detroit), if the sales volume is small. Non - functional parts with a moderate
but not a large volume are stocked at three depots: New York, Detroit, and
San Francisco. Functional parts and parts with a large volume are stocked at
all twenty-five depots.
In addition to this general inventory policy, there are other more detailed
policies, such as one on premium transportation. Instead of keeping inventories
of certain parts in some depots, out of stock orders are shipped air freight with
18
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a premium charge for transportation. Whether it is economical to stock a part
or to ship air freight, depends upon the nature of the part. It is rather obvious
that, if a part is heavy with a small carrying cost for storage and return on
investment, then it is more economical to stock the part in branch depots than
to stock it in a central depot with premium freight for filling orders. Alternatively, if a part is light with large costs for storage and return on investment,
it is more economical to store the part centrally and ship sales by premium
freight.
It is also obvious that the premium freight rate is a factor in determining
whether or not a part will be stocked centrally. If the premium rate is the
same as the rate for regular freight, i.e., there is no additional charge for air
freight, then it is always more economical to stock parts centrally. As the premium freight rate increases, it becomes economical to stock more parts at branch
depots. For any given premium rate, there is an optimum amount and location
of inventories. To determine this optimum, the Poisson distribution is used to
estimate the amount of out of stock conditions which will require air freight.
Inventory Control and Horse Kicks
Thus, at Ford, for the control of inventories we know the relationships among
ordering points, profits, customer service, multiple depot stocking, and premium
freight. We can determine the optimum inventory for maximum profits. We
can determine the inventory for any given standard of customer service, as
measured by the amount of back orders from out of stock conditions. We can
also determine the loss in profits from carrying inventory for some customer
service standard instead of for maximum profits. Not only for one depot but
also for the system as a whole, we know the optimum amounts and locations of
inventories for all parts, for all twenty -five depots, and for varying conditions.
We know when it is more economical to ship air freight than to stock inventories. We have balanced inventories to serve customers most efficiently. Neither
inventory investment nor storage space is wasted. And we know all of this
from an analysis of the number of fatalities from horse kicks in the Prussian
Army in 1898.
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Payroll Without Reconciliation Through
Color -of -Check Accounts
by R. N. GEISINGER
a manufacturer of
O small electrical household
table apUR CO M PA N Y i S

pliances, located in a highly industrial
area. During peak production periods,
the company employs over one thousand salaried and non - salaried employees. In the latter part of 1956, the
accounting department was faced with
an increase in detail and number of
reports being requested by various departments of management. Accounting
functions were explored for time and
cost reduction.
One of the items which we studied,
and one upon which we felt unneces-

sary time and effort was being expended, was the reconciliation of the
payroll bank account. After considering all points at which confusion or
difficulty might arise, the decision was
made to convert our regular payroll
account from one account to several
through the use of weekly colored payroll checks. Arrangements were made
with the paying bank to open seven
separate color -of -check payroll bank
accounts. The following payroll calendar, showing date of deposit and
corresponding color of the checks being issued, was furnished to the bank;

Calendar for Regular Payroll
September 7th through December 31
Deposit date
September

Account color
7

14
21

28

Deposit date

Red
October
Green
12
Brown
19
Orange
26
(and continued)

Each week, when we make our payroll deposit, we indicate on the face
of the deposit slip, the color account
to which the deposit is to be credited.

5

Account color
Black
Yellow
Blue
Red

As indicated on the schedule above,
the deposit for September 7 was made
to the red account. Each color account
remains open on the books of the

R. N. GEISINGER, North Central Ohio Chapter, 1954, is Division Controller of the Metals
Reduction Plant of Mallory - Sharon Metals Corporation in Ashtabula, Ohio. He was
formerly associated with the Dominion Electric Corporation, Mansfield, Ohio, 1949 -1958,
as Chief Accountant. Mr. Geisinger is currently serving as Secretary of the North Central Ohio Chapter.
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bank for 35 days from the date of
deposit. All checks of this color which
are presented to the bank for payment
during this period are charged against
this account. Under this system, there
are always four payroll color accounts
open on the books at any one time.
At the end of the 35 days, all can-

celled checks which have been charged
to a color account are mailed to the
company with a statement. If a credit
balance remains, the bank closes the
account by drawing a check to the
company, which is credited to unclaimed payroll checks written off. An
analysis of this account might show:

Unclaimed Payroll Checks Written Off
Payroll
Week
Ended

Payroll
deposit
made

Payroll
account
color

9/ 1/56

9/ 7 /56

Red

—0-

9/ 8 /5 6

9/14/56

Green

40.50

9/15/56

9/21/56

Brown

—(>-

9/22/56

9/28/56

Orange

154.99

Amount
returned
by bank

9/29/56

10/ 5/56

Black

—0-

10/ 6156

10/12/56

Yellow

—0—

Checks Presented Late;
Lost Checks
All payroll checks have printed
upon them, "void if not cashed in 30
days." If any check with a stale date
is presented to the bank, it is refused.
Any person wishing to have the check
replaced must present it to the company paymaster. If either an employee
or a commercial establishment presents
such a check, the amount is verified
against the account analysis. If the
amount written off for this particular
week is equal to or over the amount of
the check being presented for replacement, a check is immediately drawn on
our commercial bank account payable
to the employee or establishment (if
JANUARY, 1959

Checks Reissued
Name

Ck. No.

Date

Amount

V. Filter

F 136504

11/19/56

40.50

C. Endicott M 11044

10/29/56

64.54

D. Pennell F. 13751

11/26156

90.45

last endorser), and charged to the account.
The name of the employee (never
the last endorser), the date, the number of the replacement check and the
amount are then entered on the analysis of unclaimed payroll checks written off alongside the date of the original deposit for the particular payroll
color, as shown above.
If an employee claims to have lost
or destroyed his payroll check before
the cancelled checks for the week are
returned by the bank (plus 35 days),
he is courteously asked to wait until
the cancelled checks from the bank are
returned so that we can verify that his
check is outstanding. We then must go
21

through them to determine whether it
has cleared the bank. If it has not, the
employee is reissued another check in
the same manner as if a stale -dated

pay check were presented. In the above
instance only are the cancelled checks
ever reviewed once they have been returned by the bank.

Of a total of 32,847 payroll checks issued to our employees in 1957,
14 (.0004Jo)

checks were replaced for employees because of stale
date;

3 (.0001%) checks were replaced for commercial establishments

because of stale date;
1

Check was replaced because the original check was
destroyed;

31 (.0010%) checks were replaced after having been voided by the

personnel department. (Holiday pay and vacation
pay checks.)
49 (.0015%) Total checks replaced.
More Time for Accounting

By adopting the payroll color system, without reconciliation of payroll
accounts, we have made available six
to eight hours a week of additional accounting time. Although a slight increase in clearing charges was made

22

by the bank, the time, effort and material saved in the accounting department greatly offset this increase. We
have found this system very successful for the purpose for which it was
intended and would recommend its
adoption by other small or medium sized manufacturers.
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A Practical Evaluation of Break -Even Analysis
by PAUL YACOBIAN

HE TE RM , "BREAK - EV EN ,"

has come to be a part of the standard vocabulary

T of controllers, accountants, and management in general. However, the prac-

tical application of break -even analyses seems to be a controversial subject. It
has been said, in some instances, that their only use is as an exercise for students
of accounting and theorists and, also, that they are the "gimmicks" of management consultants. Then there are the advocates of break -even analyses who
p o i n t o u t t h e i r v a l u e a s a m a n a g e m e n t t o o l d i sc l o si n g t h e i n t e r p l a y a n d im p or t -

ant relationships of costs, prices, volume and profits at various levels of activity.
This paper will attempt to clarify the practical application of and the thinking
behind the concept of break -even points.
The break -even point is an elaboration of the fundamentally accepted accounting concept that revenue less costs equals profits. However, in this case, the
concept presupposes that, in order to show volume in its proper relationship
to costs, recognition must be given to the fact that there are two types of costs,
variable costs which vary directly with production and fixed costs which remain
unchanged with fluctuations in volume. Thus, costs represent two factors in
the equation. A break -even chart will graphically show the four factors of the
equation as revenue less variable costs less fixed costs equals profit. The break even point on the chart will show where revenue less variable costs equals the
fixed cost. A number of principal assumptions underlying break -even point
analyses are:
1. That there is only one product or, if there are more than one, that

the sales mix will not change. This assumption accepts and gives
credence to the fact that there are different mark -ups on different
products and customer classifications.
2. That there is a computability between sales and production. If
there is a lack of synchronization between the two, the analysis
will have to be adjusted for the change in inventory.
3. That the general price level will not change. If a radical price
level change occurs, the chart will have to be revised accordingly.

PAUL Y ACOBI AN , U a v e l a n d Cha pt e r, 1957, is Staff Account ant , t he Ciabriel Co mp a ny,
Cl e ve l and, O h i o . M r . Y ac obi an is a gr a d ua t e of Ke nt St at e Uni ve rsi t y.
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4. That fixed costs remain fixed and variable costs keep varying in
direct proportion to production. This assumption is valid when it
correctly presupposes that conditions and management policies will
remain unchanged.
5. That selling price will not change with volume, which accounts
for the revenue line being straight. (The net effect of other contemplated selling prices can be easily shown by drawing additional
lines. Probably the ideal situation would be to show the revenue
line as a curve by showing the relationship between changing volumes and changing selling prices. However, this involves the
theory of price determination and its expected results, and is beyond the scope of this paper.)
C. That the concept of cost variability is valid and that reasonable
accuracy can be achieved in identifying fixed and variable components of costs. Many firms are able to and actually do achieve this
accuracy because of availability of a trained staff provided in response to a management desire for this type of information.
7. That the problem of semi - variable costs resolves itself into a practicable process of segregating the fixed and variable portions of
these costs. This often is overtly exaggerated, in so far as relative
ease of computation is concerned, an easy brushing aside of a problem more difficult than the solution.
The assumptions listed above should be thoroughly reviewed when preparing
a break -even chart and, if any of the assumptions change or do not hold true,
a new break -even point will have to be shown. Since it is impossible to show
a sales line on a break -even chart when the prices, product mix, or variable cost
ratios change, the chart is generally an analysis of sales and costs over a period
short enough for these factors to be assumed to be constant.
Mechanics of Constructing a Break -Even Chart
Of all the assumptions listed above, the whole concept of break -even analysis
seems to depend heavily on the validity of the sixth, i.e., that it is possible to
identify the fixed and variable portions of costs with reasonable accuracy. This
problem of analyzing variation of costs with changes in volume has two parts.
One is the gathering of the correct data on the cost pattern or behavior and the
other is interpreting that data through the use of appropriate models. Three
suggested methods of gathering cost data are:
1.
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The analytic method —A review of the chart of accounts, separating the fixed and variable by accounts and by amounts within
the accounts.
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2. The historical method —This is an analysis of past performance
and can be carried out by using statistical correlation techniques
which relate each cost component to some measure of activity.
The best example of this approach is the scatter chart technique
under which the historical cost and volume of product during the
period covered are plotted on a chart, with volume as the horizontal axis and dollars as the vertical axis. These points will
invariably fall in a readily discernible pattern through which a
line can be drawn to illustrate the pattern of behavior of different costs at varying volume levels. (Exhibit 1). The point above
zero at which this line crosses the vertical axis represents the
fixed costs, those not affected by any changes in volume. A
horizontal line drawn at this point will clearly reflect the fixed
costs.
3. The synthetic method —This method uses engineered standards
developed by studies to determine what the behavior of costs
should be under certain circumstances. The advantage this method
has is that it establishes goals to "shoot for," which can be
measured by efficiency of performance.
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EXHIBIT 2

In actual practice the method used is generally a combination of the above
methods. For example, in projecting the past into the future and giving consideration to probable policy or technological changes which will affect the
behavior of different costs, it is relatively simple to plot the costs so derived,
on a scatter chart in the same manner as described for the plotting of historical
costs.
There are several variations of the break -even chart. Each one has its own
advantages and relates its own story. The most conventional form of break even chart is illustrated by Exhibit 2 where the fixed costs have been shown
as the first costs above the horizontal axis and emphasizes the fact that fixed
J A N U A R Y , 1959
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costs at any volume of production will remain the same and that total cost
changes are due entirely to the changes in variable cost. In Exhibit 3, the
fixed costs are shown above the variable costs. This method has the advantage
of illustrating the recovery of fixed costs at the varying volume levels before
profits are realized. Still another possible method of presentation represented
by Exhibit 4 which shows the various fixed and variable costs in a particular
sequence. In this case, profit and loss order. However, no matter which form
of presentation is used or preferred, the break -even point is the same in all
instances. It can also be computed through the use of a simple mathematical
formula. (The denominator, expressed in another way, is the marginal income
per cent):
Fixed costs
Variable costs

Break -even point = 1

Corresponding sales
lw�
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Advantages of Break -Even Analysis
Proponents of the break -even point analyses point out the fact that the simplicity of a break -even point chart enhances its use in communicating the relationship and interplay of the cost- volume -profit factors, quite forcefully, to
financial analysts outside the company in addition to internal management. It
can provide answers to everyday management problems, such as what the effect
of a 10 per cent selling price reduction would be and how much additional
sales must be secured to make up for the price decrease. Nevertheless, the
question is often raised as to whether or not the possible managerial uses and
applications justify the time and effort, and resulting cost, in preparing a
break -even analysis. i f i t i s n o t h i n g mo r e than historica l da ta , then it is grossly
inadequate for profit planning and control needs of progressive management.
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However, if it is constructed on historical cost data only as a starting point,
with the idea in mind of projecting future policies and budgets into it, then
the break -even analysis can be considered as a dynamic tool with which management can look forward, to plan, to control, and coordinate all the activities
of the business into the most profitable or potentially profitable course, and
to keep it there.
The effective use to which a break -even chart can be put as a tool of the
controller is characterized by his responsibility to provide management with
A knowledge of the economic characteristics of a business with respect to the
future. Break -even analysis is such a tool. These economic characteristics,
in addition to the aforementioned interplay of costs, volume and profits and
a knowledge of the fixed and variable costs at varying volumes, are as follows:
1.

The preferred dividend, or danger, point —the point below which
the preferred dividends are not earned.

The "dead" point —this is the point at which the concern earns
the going rate on the investment.
3. The common dividend, or unhealthy, point, below which the concern does not earn .a reasonable return on its outstanding stock.

2.

The effect of changing any one or two, or all of the factors can be readily
interpreted through a knowledge of these economic factors. Similarly, the
effect these changes have can be graphically illustrated and understood through
the use of the break -even chart.
Also, the importance of increasing volume is often stressed by management
with the erroneous idea in mind that this automatically increases profits. It
does so only to the extent that the costs, both fixed and variable, are kept within
control. Here is where the break -even chart can play an important role, in that
it will readily indicate the over -all cost limitations necessary to experience these
increased profits. This is invaluable information because costs seem to have a
way of increasing with volume but at a progressive rate, and this progressive
rate increase can ultimately offset the beneficial volume effect.
Break -even charts and analyses are readily accepted by management as a
test for proposed actions or alternative decisions on basic managerial questions
as to whether the company should invest in additional plant and equipment or
should drop a product, add a new line, etc. Final decisions on these questions
can rest with the analysis of a break -even chart which would show the effect
of additional investment in plant and equipment, for instance, by shifting
fixed expense line and, finally, the new or revised break -even point.
The break -even analysis has a distinct advantage from the viewpoint of cost
J A N U A R Y , 1959
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control in that it provides, in many cases, the necessary introduction, awareness,
and indoctrination in cost control. This initial step of charting helps management to take cognizance of the importance of controlling costs.
In the case of sales revenue, break -even analysis easily shows the effect that
sales mix has on profits. Many a controller or an accountant on the controller's
staff has been asked the question, "How come sales are 200fo higher than last
month and yet we made less profit ?" In this case, assuming that both months
had the same level of production, the answer is in the sales mix. By calling
attention to the effect on profits that an unfavorable sales mix can have, the
break -even chart can provide the incentive required to turn the attention of
sales managers to more profitable product lines or customer classifications.
Limitations of Break -Even Analysis
It must realized that break -even analysis is not a perfect tool. Its margin
of error must be recognized. Those who do not rely too heavily, if at all, on
break -even analyses do so because the preparation of a break -even chart requires
many estimates and conjectures which will result in inaccuracies in the chart.
These inaccuracies will be misleading, at least to some extent, if the chart is
used to measure costs and sales at any particular level of output. This is especially so when the volume approaches the break -even point. Almost invariably
the true break -even point will start shifting as it is neared.
Also on looking at a break -even chart, it seems to represent undeniable accuracy, and this might be hazardous in the form of a poor decision by a management which depended too heavily on it. To use the break -even chart properly
and to avoid its misuse, the factors of revenues and costs represented in its
construction should be completely reviewed as to the assumptions made and
methods used to compile data. For one thing, in plotting sales as a function of
volume, it is assumed that sales equals production which, of course, is not
ordinarily true because of the building up or reduction of inventories at varying
business seasons or cycles. Further, the break -even chart is basically a static
analysis. Changes in any of the factors, more often than not, have to be shown
by a new chart or series of charts. Other dangers inherent in the preparation
and interpretation of facts or forecasts shown by break -even charts are:
1.
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The often -found difference between the physical plant and equipment and the accounting records. If such a condition prevails,
the accounting records must be abandoned for the engineers concept of the costs, so that significant figures are used.
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The ignoring of the statistician's concept of margin of error and
the implication of probability of accuracy on not too reliable data.
To blindly prepare a break -even chart from accounting records is
an unjustified abuse of the chart as a reporting device and a tool
of management.
3. The preparation of break -even analyses and charts by operating
personnel not capable of properly summarizing and inter - relating
information as to sales, costs (both fixed and variable) and
volume.
4. The ignoring, often for the sake of simplicity, that there is a
classification of costs, called semi -fixed or semi - variable, and throwing all costs into either the fixed or variable category. As mentioned previously, however, these costs can be broken down into
their fixed and variable components. To do so, additional time
and analysis are required and, for this reason, is often ignored.

2.

High Potenfial Usefulness
In the light of the basic concepts of break -even analysis, together with its
advantages and limitations, I am of the opinion that it can be a dynamic tool
for controllers, and in fact, management in general. If a break -even chart
makes management cognizant of the factors affecting profit and provides the
incentive to coordinate all the departments of the concern into the most profitable course, this one achievement alone more than confirms the opinion. Further,
if the degree of overall accuracy in its preparation conforms with the relative
importance of the use to be made of the analysis, I see no reason why it can
not serve as the basic tool with which to prove or disprove the feasibility or
reasonableness of projected operations based on particular assumptions, or a
series of alternate courses of action or proposals.
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Equipping the Accounts Payable
Department to Handle All Its Functions
by ROBERT G. McQUILLAN
REC ENT R EVI EW Of

our accounting procedures showed that our accounts payable operation, essentially a voucher system,

A

was not producing at what we felt was a
normal rate of efficiency. Further analysis
showed that much of the substandard performance could be attributed to divided responsibility. Accounts payable responsibilities were divided between our accounts
payable department and our tabulating department. The functions of auditing, controlling, and filing were assigned to the
accounts payable department, while the
functions of check writing, bank statement
reconciliation, and distribution of values
were assigned to the tabulating department.
Upon reexamining these assignments, we
saw many reasons why the division of responsibility was undesirable.
New Equipment for a New System
W e particularly felt that it took trained
and experienced accounts payable people to
best perform accounts payable functions.
However, until recently, equipment was not
ava ila ble tha t wou ld permit us to assign to
the accounts payable department all of its
functional responsibilities yet permit further
processing of accounts payable data automatically. Bookkeeping machines with
punched paper tape recorders, developed by
the major business machine companies,
bridged the gap. This equipment gave us a

new concept. We could now capture basic
data early in the operation and that data
could he further processed automatically
through and beyond the accounts payable
department. Also until a few years ago,
the key punch was the primary instrument
for the preparation of punched cards in
both tabu lating and electronic computer installations. W e began to doubt the efficiency of key - punching as a method of preparing punched cards when we examined
the exacting standard necessary to prepare
data for punching and the subsequent necessity for verifying the original punching.
Bookkeeping equipment that can produce
punched paper tape as a by- product and is
operated by people trained in the base operation was the answer to the limitations of
the key punch.
Before we selected the specific piece of
equipment, we designed an entirely new
accounts payable system. This provided
for the numerical coding of all data (except vendors' names, which mu st a ppea r on
checks, and addresses), which would permit us to use window envelopes. Because
vendors' names and addresses were our only
requirements for alphabetical data, we decided against bookkeeping equipment with
built -in typewriter features. The system
called for the simultaneous recording on
tape of some of the data entered on the
bookkeeping machine keyboard. It provided
that the tape be converted to punched cards

ROBERT G. McQUILLAN is a Systems Ana lyst with the Electric Boat Division of General
Dynamics Corporation, Groton, Connecticut. Prior to this he was associated with Ameri•
can Thermos Products Company.
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and that a tabulated listing, with all columns totaled, be made from the cards.
Verification of the accuracy of all operations between the source documents and the
tabulating results consists of merely comparing the bookkeeping machine totals with
those on the tabulated listing.
After thorough study, we selected Burroughs Sensi -Matic bookkeeping machines,
Style F- 503 -MA, equipped for producing
eight- channel punched paper tape as a byproduct. To operate the machines most effectively, we assigned to the job people with
accounts payable experience, who were already familiar with accounts payable documents and could select and enter the basic
data with minimum effort. Our accounts
payable voucher, a two -ply snap out form,
was specifically designed for use with the
equipment. The first ply serves as the vendor remittance advice. The carbon copy
second ply is our file copy. A punched card
check is affixed to the upper portion of the
remittance advice and can be easily detached
by the vendor. The checks are bought with
numbers prepunched.
One of the requirements of our accounts
payable system is that it must be capable
of providing answers to many inquiries
about vendor status. Under our old system,
most of the data needed to provide these
answers was recorded on the back of the
purchase order which was designed to permit such recording. Under the new system,
we use a vendor ledger card, with balance
columns that reflect the necessary current
data. This record is developed for us as a
by- product of our entry and distribution and
eliminated the necessity of posting this data
to the purchase orders as a separate operation.
We bou ght a Model 125 Addressograph
imprinter and modified it extensively. The
modifications permit us to use light- weight
four -line metal Cardoplates to print vendors' names and addresses on ledger cards
J A N U A R Y , 19 5 9

as well as on checks. Each plate, without a
frame, is first used to address a ledger card.
The plate is then attached to the back of
the ledger ca rd where it remains until the
card is completely used. The ledger card
is the visual type and is filed, with the plate
attached, in a tub type visible record file.
The rapid access feature of this type of
file has proven to be of great va lue. In one
action, when a ledger card is pulled from
the file for posting, the plate is simultaneously pu lled for addressing the check. T his
eliminates the need for a separate plate file.
Many savings result from this method of
recording the alphabetical data. The initial
cost of the Addressograph equipment is substantially less than the amount it would
cost to have a typewriter feature on a single
bookkeeping machine.
The one- motion
print operation is much faster than typing
and the element of address error is eliminated.
Operation and Services of the System
In order to provide a basis for accurately
forecasting long -term cash requirements, the
accounts payable department, upon receiving
a purchase order, posts the dollar value
with a forecast date to the vendor ledger
card. This sets up the commitment. When
the vendor's invoice is received, it is audited with the purchase order and receiving
report. It is then posted to , the vendor
ledger card and the values distributed. This
posting reduces the commitment value.
Each vendor ledger card shows total commitments to date, total vouchers paid and
net commitment value. Recording of commitment values makes it possible to report
long -term commitments in many useful variations.
While the invoice is being posted and
distributed on the bookkeeping machine,
the check is also being written on the machine. The vendor ledger card, with plate
side up, is then placed in the Addresso31

graph imprinter. The voucher check is po- ments and the daily tabulating results, and
sitioned on the machine and, in one motion, they eliminate many costly audit steps.
four lines of address are written. After all
Three punched cards are produced from
checks for the day are written, they are the punched tape. One card is produced as
manually sorted according to due dates. An a result of posting and distributing puradding machine tape is made for each due chase orders for commitment and cash fore•
date and is posted to a disbursement con- casting requirements. A second card is protrol record. Because the daily totals are ac- duced as a result of posting and distributing
cumulated by due date, we can, at any time, invoices and is used to distribute values.
add up a series of due date totals to ac- The third card is produced as a result of
curately forecast our cash requirements for writing the check and provides us with a
any short-term period.
means for au tomatic bank statement reconBecause our military contracts require us ciliation, because our tabulating card -type
to report business placed with large and check has a serial number prepunched by
small industries, we include with the post- the supplier.
ings made on the bookkeeping machine, a
one -digit code to indicate the industry's size. Clearer Responsibility for the Handling
This code makes it possible for us to pro- of Payables
duce the report automatically.
Many benefits have accrued from this inWhile data is being recorded on the stallation. The efficiency of the operation
ledger card, it is simultaneously punched in has increased markedly and the savings in
paper tape. The data is also recorded on labor and equipment rentals will exceed our
continuous carbon journal sheets. These initial cost in a little over one year. We
journal sheets constitute our purchase jour- have succeeded in integrating our accounts
nal, check register, invoice register, and re- payable operation, because we assigned our
ceiving report register. The posted values accounts payable department its proper funcare accumulated in the bookkeeping machine tional responsibilities. Our tabulating de.
registers and totaled out at the end of the partment is no longer in the accounts payposting period. These totals are used to able business but now processes accounts
insure accuracy between the source docu- payable data for statistical reporting only.
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Does the Rate of Return Measure
Business Efficiency?
by WILLIAM J. VATTER
to emphasize the importance of the rate
of return on investment as the fundamental and overall measure of business results. With the advent of better equipment for analysis and processing
of business data has come a heavy emphasis in current thinking on the rate of
return as the final test of proposed policies or plans. The attempt to approach
problems rationally and to utilize all quantitative tools that are available, is
desirable and this paper does not question the desirability of logical and objective emphasis in dealing with problems. However, there are times when even
the best of tools may be used for too many purposes and when even the most
desirable and valid tests and criteria fail to meet the demands made upon them.
The desirable features of "rate of return" computations make thetas useful in
many situations, but they have certain weaknesses and limitations that ought not
to be overlooked.

M

U CH HAS BE E N SAI D AN D WRI T T E N

In Pursuit of Business Objectives
The rate of return on investment is "obviously" related to the profit motive.
Therefore, it seems to possess an inherent validity by its close relation to what
is too often considered the objective of all business activity — profits. However,
a business firm is not merely a profit - making device. Profits are made by the
rendering of service or the delivery of goods; the flow of profits cotnes from
the acceptance of the product by customers of the firm. It is true that profit
expectation is the reason for investment, the incurrence of cost and the effort
to make and sell products. But the cold logic of the enterprise system shows
that competitive actions tend to reduce profits to the basic minimum, just enough
to keep capital at the given risk. When competitive forces work themselves
out, profits are mere compensation for risk - taking, and the rate of return merely
reflects the risk associated with a given investment. On the other hand, comDR. WILLIAM J. VATTER, Oakland -East Bay Chapter, 1956, is Professor of Business Administration at the Berkeley campus of the University of California. He tau ght business
administration at the University of Chicago for twenty years prior to this. Dr. Vatter is
the author of "Managerial Accounting ", Prentice -Hall, Inc., N.Y.C., 1950, and has frequently contributed to many professional publications.
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petitive forces work out only imperfectly. When one firm has advantages such
as better location, greater knowledge or ability, or special connections, imperfect
competition will leave profits at a higher level. Thus a rate of return higher
or lower than the normal compensation for risk indicates the presence of some
special factors which push the profit result above or below the normal rate for
risk.
There are two basic questions here: (1) what is a normal return for the risks
of a given enterprise, and (2 ) how can the factors contributing to super- or
sub - normal returns be identified? The first question is answerable only in terms
of averages or comparisons with other firms; there is no way to establish objectively and positively the rate of return which just covers the normal risks of an
industry. Thus our rate of return measure must always he a relative measurement, with no absolute scale of reference. This does not invalidate the rate of
return, but it certainly calls for comparisons and analyses before conclusions
are drawn.
The second question is much more difficult, and the answer to it is complicated by the diversity of interests in the operations and results of the firm's
activities. Owners are, of course, interested in profits, but they are also concerned about other things such as growth, stability, credit position or marketability of securities. Creditors have a somewhat different interest in the affairs
of the firm, being perhaps more concerned about solvency and repeat business
than they are with the profit results of their customers. However, even the
short -term creditor has some interest in the profitability of the firm, if only for
the reason that no firm can long remain a really good risk unless it can cover
its costs in the market for its product. Employees have an interest in the firm
as a place to work, a source of personal income, a way of life. Customers are
interested in the firm as a supplier of needs; dependability and reputation are
important aspects of this relationship, as well as product quality, price, terms
of sale and delivery dates. Government agencies have various interests in different businesses, ranging all the way from being a customer of the firm to
being a sharer in the profits of the enterprise.
Within this diversity of interests, it is extremely difficult to select the factors
responsible for super- or sub - normal returns. A factor which is favorable in
one sector may be unfavorable in another. The gains from higher product quality (so far as reputation is concerned) may appear only as higher costs, or they
may be reflected in current or future revenues. Factors that are difficult to trace
are even more difficult to interpret in terms of the annual income expressed
as a rate of return on investment.
This problem is often shelved by pointing out that 'real long -run profits actu34
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man-

ally do show the effects of all these diverse interests and conflicting pressures.
The only trouble with this is that the rate -of- return measure is used as a short run rather than a long -run calculation. Even so, the long -run effect of institutional behavior toward the parties at interest is extremely difficult to measure.
Not only are the actual points of connection and behaviour patterns difficult to
establish (to what extent are profits of this year changed by a given customer's
satisfaction with our service ?), but theres are lags in time which make the
detection of such effects tedious if not impossible. Even a cursory analysis will
show that profits are affected by many factors, of which these long -run influences are but an indistinct and unmeasurable part.
Whether or not a firm makes a profit depends on a great many things. Profits
may be affected positively or adversely by the quality, availability or price of
materials, the various kinds of personal abilities that the firm can recruit, the
basic financial, physical or technical resources at its command. The amount of
profits may be altered by the level of knowledge and the degree of efficiency
that may be maintained in the production and distribution of the product, by
the sagacity (or luck ?) involved in the anticipation of price shifts, technological advances, customer preferences, and by choice among various methods of
financing, organizing, standardizing, or carrying on any of the thousand and
one things which constitute the operations of a business. The rate of return
may be increased or decreased by many combinations of these factors; the chosen
combination may result in offsets, extensions or modification of effects.
Some of these factors that affect profits and the rate of return are recognizable
and controlled by management decision. Others, such as market trends, financial and economic conditions, and the rate of technological advance, are controlled only partially if at all by any one firm. When factors are beyond control, it may still be possible to adjust the operations of the firm to some of
them. A declining product demand may be beyond the control of management;
but production schedules and sales activities may be adjusted to this, or efforts
may be directed into other channels. At the extreme, however, there are some
conditions for which no adjustment is possible under existing conditions. A
tight money market may prevent the raising of capital to modernize a plant,
and we may have to get along with what we have.
Beyond this, it should be recognized that all forces which affect profits are
not perceived with equal clarity, nor do these forces, even when recognized,
always work in the same pattern. Sometimes, the factors in a management
problem are but imperfectly understood; often, they are unidentified. Thus,
the profit results of a business cannot measure business effectiveness in any but
a general and overall sense. To use the rate of return as the measure of
J A N U A R Y , 1959
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agerial effectiveness is not a dependable procedure, unless the factors contributing to the profit and loss position can be recognized, understood, and allowed
for.
The Measurement of Income
Moving from the conceptual level to the measurement phases of rate of return
calculations, several issues merit separate consideration: the measurement of
income, establishment of the investment base, determination of the scope of
application, and the time period to be considered.
The determination of income has always been a problem; neither the economist nor the accountant has been able to resolve its perplexities. Running
through the whole pattern of accounting method, however, is the idea that the
determination of income is a problem of timing. This is true, in the sense
that costs and revenues have to be assigned to periods of time in the matching
process; but it is also true that income is a time - oriented concept —an income
figure is uniquely related to the time period it covers. For instance, a change in
wage rates starts off a whole series of adjustments: jobs are realigned, machines
substituted for hand -work, parts purchased more completely assembled to avoid
assembly labor costs., A great many minor shifts of methods, product quality
or other aspects of operations may come about. Once these adjustments have
been made they will not occur in the same way again, because the conditions
and opportunities are not the same.
Per contra, the amortization of past expenditures does not show the current
effects of present conditions; an amortized cost can show only the effect of acquisitions of a prior period. To force past costs into present income calculations
does not make it easy to observe the effects of supersession, inadequacy, or other
maladjustments. All that appears in the income calculation is the conventional
"absorption ", which may be unrelated to any of the forces currently at work
on the relative efficiency of the equipment in use.
There is more to this than price -level adjustment or correction for technological advance. The difficulty lies in the fact that the effects of decisions lag
behind the incurrence of cost in some cases; such effects, in other cases, anticipate the recording of cost. The decision to purchase equipment affects not only
the year in which the acquisition was made, but every subsequent year until
replacement occurs. On the other hand, a decision to abstain from purchasing
because prices are too high does not show in an income sheet. If prices fall
and the purchase is made, the only thing reported is the purchase and its subsequent effects upon income. If prices do not fall, but the item is subsequently
36
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bought anyway at the higher price, the recorded cost will appear just as if there
had been no prior decision to postpone the acquisition. Managerial decisions
and actions do not show in the period to which they should belong. This is no
reflection on the accounting method, as such, but it does weaken the validity
of using a rate of return to measure managerial effectiveness.
Turning, however, to the more specific and mundane problems of income
determination in the ordinary accounting sense, one is confronted immediately
with two conceptions of income: absorption- costing and "direct" or variable
costing. These two concepts of income arise from different notions about the
matching process. Conventional absorption -cost income is based upon the determination of revenue for a period and a matching of costs with that revenue.
Fixed factory costs are carried in inventory because the revenue from the sale
of the inventoried items has not been taken up. On the other hand "direct"
costing assigns costs to periods of time, and the only costs carried in inventory
are those which are expected to be saved (not incurred) in the subsequent
period. Fixed costs are recorded as operating charges of the period; depreciation, salaries, insurance and the like are not reassigned to match the reported
revenue. Thus there is a certain difference in the amount of income reported
by the two methods, which arises from the way in which costs are "expensed."
These two methods are different in theoretical content; even though managerial
action and results may be better analyzed by the "direct" costing approach, income is not usually reported by this method. The conventional income figure
gives a different rate of return (in logical as well as in financial terms) than
does the "direct" cost method. Whatever preference there may be for one
method over the other, they are two methods —with different logical and
numerical content.
Accountants (and others) do not agree on the nature of the matching process, but they have even more difficulty in setting the basic tests that underlie
such a matching process. For example, it is customary to capitalize the cost of
organizing a corporate business, so that this cost may be written off over a relatively short period. The service - potentials embodied in such costs really apply
to the whole life of the firm, whatever that may turn out to be. If the company is reorganized or refinanced, it becomes a moot question as to how the
remaining balances of organization cost and /or the new reorganization or refinancing costs should be allocated. The fact is that all such costs are joint to
a greater or less degree, and their incidence upon periodic income is uncertain.
Some costs may be directly assignable to given revenue or to given periods
with an apparently high degree of precision, e. g., sales commissions or travel
expense. Other costs may be assignable to periods with fair precision but
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matched with revenue only imperfectly if at all. Salaries paid to research and
development personnel exemplify this; their periodic timing as incurred costs
is simple, but it may be well -nigh impossible to achieve any demonstrable logic
in the assignment of these costs against revenue of any particular period. Tracing costs of this kind by the use of criteria of "benefits received" yields highly
dubious results in most cases. The attempt to assign costs against revenues in
a "general- purpose- income" computation is a tedious and subjective process.
The general - purpose notion of income stressed by accountants and others has
grave limitations. The different objectives and conditions may color given situations in various ways, and the attempt to be objective or factual may defeat the
real purpose of the calculation. To illustrate, consider the case of maintenance
and repair costs. These are often postponable, even within rather broad limits.
For perfectly good reasons, management may decide to defer certain maintenance
operations until a subsequent year. Under conventional procedures, this will not
show in the current income - measurement. Postponement is not a "cost" and it
cannot be reported as such in conventional terms. The attempt to record under maintenance by the use of an equalization reserve is not an acceptable reporting
practice (Accountants Handbook; Wixon & Kell, Editors, 4th edition, 1956 p.
16.10). The only way to report such a decision and action is by footnote or by
non - accounting means. Much real data that has basic significance cannot be
included in the conventional notion of income, even though it belongs in the
special- purpose concept that is relevant to the measurement of rates of return.
Changes in price -level create difficulties in the measurement of income —which
really need little elaboration here, since the problems have been discussed and
their solutions debated for a long time. However, the difficulty in measuring
income for a rate of return computation is that management may be able to increase or decrease profits by the timing of purchases and sales. The effects of
price shifts may be substantial.
Opportunities of this sort are not regular and constant in the flow of business
events and such actions ought to be reported as near as possible to the time of
actual decisions to buy and sell. The price gain or loss is a significant part of
business income and it should be reported separately as "speculation' gain or
loss, to distinguish it from transaction profits that arise from exchange of goods
and services at current price - levels. Speculation profit may spread over several
accounting periods between acquisition and sale, but it is reported only once
(typically in the period of sale). More important, the speculation profit is not
separated from the sale transaction. Profit figures which combine two such dissimilar aspects of operations do not give a basis for clear evaluation of managerial efficiency, or of market, cycle or other forces. We simply have no way of
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knowing what factors or what time period is involved. The use of "lifo" does
not serve the need, because "lifo" excludes the price effect from operations; unless there is information as to market prices of inventory and dates of acquisition, "income" is merely shorn of its price -level effects by "lifo ". "Fifo," on
the other hand, includes the price effect but buries it in cost of goods sold, with
different but no less confusing effect. The failure to separate price shifts and
their effects upon income allows gains and losses to be pushed forward or backward in time to the detriment of an adequate measure of managerial or operational effectiveness.
Depreciation raises similar questions over long periods of time and with
wider price fluctuations. But depreciation accounting is complicated by other
issues. The useful life of an asset is known only when it is retired; even then,
its retirement is as much an effect of changes in other assets or other conditions
as it is of the equipment item itself. "Over- depreciation of assets retired" may
cover not only a set of cumulative errors in cost amortization but also the unrecognized corrections of additions or betterments in prior years.
Di$erent "Incomes" for Different Purposes

L/

In addition to the difficulties already mentioned, the conventional pattern of
computing income embodies still another set of problems. These arise from the
fact that "income" is still considered by many people to be some kind of a
single- valued, all- purpose truth to be established. Actually, income means different things under various conditions.
The conventional accounting notion of income is net earnings after interest
charges and income taxation but before dividends. This shows interest and income taxes as costs, but it has the effect of portraying equity capital as a costless
source of funds. Undoubtedly this idea of income is a carryover from proprietary
accounting theory, extended to view the shareholder group as the "owner" of
the firm. This view does not portray the real situation; the inadequacy of this
concept is greater as the size of the company is larger, as stock - ownership becomes diffused, and as management is separated from investment. The present day shareholder is hardly more of an owner than is a bondholder; investment
carries only the rudimentary trappings of "control" through a vote or a proxy.
Even the residual nature of stockholder equity and the risk - taking aspects of
ownership have all but disappeared in the modern scene. Actual losses are as
likely to be met by reorganization or refinancing as by absorption of stockholder equity; in such cases, other investors and creditors share some of the
losses. The residual equity in the modern corporation is as much a general source
of funds as it is a stockholder claim.
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But whatever may be the basic position and influence of the stockholder in
corporate affairs, the conventional notion of income does not fit the uses to be
made of income figures. Viewed as an economic unit, the corporation turns out
products, the revenue from which covers costs to leave a residuum to be divided
among groups in various ways. From one viewpoint, labor "costs" are distributions of revenue to compensate for labor's contribution to the aggregate effort;
other "costs" may be similarly viewed. If a "net" figure is to be used to measure
operating effectiveness, we must choose one which expresses the desired scope
of operations. There are at least three computations which can be of different
importance:
1.

2.

The net resulting from regular, recurring operations in the firm's
major sphere of operations.
The effect of non - recurring, side -line, or ancillary operations such
as foreign subsidiaries, capital gains, losses or adjustments, or unusual or unexpected windfalls, casualities and the like;

3. Distributions made to various parties -at- interest in the form of
profit sharing, interest charges, income taxation and dividends.
The resulting final net is the expansion of capital by retention of current
earnings. The residual after each of these groups of effects is a different kind
of income. To measure effectiveness of operations requires a definition of the
area to be considered and the collection of data to fit the need. Income from
regular operations measures the productivity of the firm as an economic unit;
the other net figures bring in successively more data and widen the concept
for which measurement is accomplished. The effects of financial factors expressed
in the plan of capitalization, and the highly technical angles of federal income
taxation, do not measure the effectiveness of operating management. The distinction between interest and dividends may be of importance in a proprietorship, but in the corporate situation both are compensation for the use of funds.
If the income figure is supposed to show the advantage of leverage or trading
on equities, this should be established separately, not merged in a mere aggregate or combined measure.
Income taxation generates its own share of special complications in the measurement of income. The amount of loss from one sphere of operations that
may be offset against gains from other sources depends upon various factors.
This may result in different "incomes" for tax purposes and different amounts of
tax, as the gains or losses may be timed differently or located more effectively
in unconsolidated or consolidated companies, divisions or units. Further, income
taxation has some effect on the application of accounting principles. Because
of tax effects, there are tendencies to use methods of accounting that result
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in earlier write -offs or different timing of cost absorptions. There may be an
effect on the writing of contracts in such ways as to minimize the income tax
burden. There is nothing wrong with these activities so long as the law permits
them; no one expects taxes to be paid at higher than minimal levels within the
legal requirements. But the attention evoked by a tax factor as large as the corporate income tax tends to distort the meaning of income. The effect of special
attention to the tax liability in carrying on a business ought to be segregated in
any measure of managerial effectiveness, simply because this area of interest is
of such importance.
This is shown at the present time by the pressure being applied to promote
the allocation of tax effects in the reporting of income. Tax allocation arises
from a well -meant effort to avoid the distortions of income that may result when
costs or revenues are timed in one way for tax purposes and in another way for
public reporting. The attempt to "put back" the tax saving or the prepayment
into the reported income is carried out by recognition of technical liabilities for
future tax payments or by showing assets indicating a prepayment of income
tax. Some have argued that tax deductibility is an inherent characteristic of
certain assets and that the anticipation of a deduction (by accelerated depreciation, for instance) results in a decline in the asset amount, rather than a postponement of tax liability. This confusion, itself, indicates that income is not an
entirely clear and well - defined concept. The income notion needs clarification
if it is to be used to measure managerial effectiveness. We might, at least, separate the different areas or sets of factors that have an effect on various kinds
of income.
The rate of return is constructed in large measure from the concept of income. It cannot show managerial effectiveness clearly unless the various factors
contributing to the income calculation are properly isolated or selected to represent the areas of control open to management or those situations to which
management may adjust or those that are completely beyond control. Since these
factors are numerous and of great variety, there is small hope for the establishment of one single figure to indicate the effectiveness of management, the
desirability of a program, or the advantages of a situation. The weakness of a
single, overall measure of income makes the rate of return concept of somewhat
limited value.
Some Observations on The Investment Base
The rate of return is affected by the amount of investment as well as by the
income or earnings. Since the rate is really a fraction, an increase in the denominator has a similar effect to that of a decrease in the numerator. Therefore, it
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is important to deal with questions cOncerning'the`measuremeiut of the base on
which the return is earned.
The first of these questions is one of definition: is the investment the amount
of assets devoted to the operation or is the equity or claim involved to be used
as the base? This question may seem academic but it is not. One common use of
the rate -of- return is to state the rate of earnings on stock equity, the percentage
of net income to "net worth." This is the result of measuring both the earnings
and the base on narrower grounds than the correct one. The assets on which
the return was earned are greater than the amount of the equity investment base.
The fact that the earnings attributable to other investors (such as bondholders
or preferred shares) have been deducted, does not correct for the basic error of
figuring a rate of return on net equity. Actually, the amount of return on assets
is diminished by the senior claims for income distribution; to reduce the investment base to correspond, is to make the resulting rate of return reflect financing
methods. This, however, is done by assuming that neither the extra investment
nor the sharing of income exists. To illustrate, a net rate of 6% on stock equity
of $100,000 implies an asset structure of $100,000 and an income measurement of $6,000. If there is a debt of $200,000 on which interest is 4,/0 , the
rate of return on investment is really $14,000 on a base of $300,000; the effect
of "equity- trading" raised the rate of return from 42/30/o to 6%. The rate of
return may thus be of mixed significance. The truth is that there were $200,000
more assets required to produce a gross rate of return of 42/3,/0 ; the 6% rate
ignores this and shows only the net result of trading debt against equity capital.
The return to the stockholder is thus a combination of the return on assets
and those financing effects that may increase or decrease the rate from the viewpoint of the common share - owner. While it may be said that these two different
rates merely show different positions or viewpoints of the same basic situation,
it is still true that these different views are different measures; one needs to be
sure which is relevant before he uses a rate of return to appraise managerial
efficiency.
A given rate of return on assets thus is affected by financial leverage; it is
a moot question as to how much this financial leverage reflects managerial capacity, as opposed to mere market arbitrage. Where there are a number of factors
affecting the return, they ought not to be combined, unless the situation to which
the rate of return is being applied is really one that makes such a combination
relevant. Since the rate of return is basically the earning rate of assets, it is important to recognize the limitations of other calculations.
It makes a difference as to whether assets or equity forms the bases for measuring the rate of return, because investment return may be affected considerably
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by price level changes. Not only do price changes affect earnings, but they affect
the amount and the meaning of the investment base. For example, an investment
in a certain common stock purchased for $1500 in 1938, today earns $800 a
year in dividends. This looks like a terrific rate of return- 531/3°fo• But those
shares were doubled in number by stock - dividends; in addition, the quoted
market value has risen from $15 per share to $60. Thus the implied value of the
investment is at present prices $12,000 not $1500. The capital value of the
shares thus earns a return of only 62/3% through the $800 annual dividend.
However, the current rate of dividend on the market value of shares is only one
of the ways to express earning power. Another way is to use book income per
share; on this basis, the shares are earning $6 each, which is 10510 on their current
market value, or 1 2 % on book "net worth." Which rate reflects actual earning
power?
If we confine our analysis to an evaluation of the investment as it was made.
we have a capital appreciation of $10,500, and a varying dividend return over
the past twenty years. This is not so easy to interpret because of the shifting
patterns of price and dividend rates. If the dividends are not reinvested in the
same shares, we tend to ignore them as part of the investment base. Yet, we are
quite willing to include the retained earnings (as measured by book values or by
market appreciation) in that investment base! The productivity of the entire
investment could be more consistently expressed by adding to the dividends the
income that was produced by the reinvested dividends, and adding the dividend
amounts to the investment base, the same as is done with retained earnings in
the typical calculation. Seldom, however, is this done; even when we insist on
using earnings as the numerator of our ratio, we do not add them to the investment base, except when they are retained or as the market quotations may happen
to include them.
Still further, the change in price levels is not easy to correct for, even if we
want to do this. It may be thought that the use of current market values takes
price -level shifts fully into account, but this is only true when the price level
shift actually indicates a change in the investment. If all prices have trebled
over the period of ownership of the common shares mentioned above, the original investment of $1,500 is not "really" measured by either its cost or its present
quotation. The investment's price level is a mere shift in counting without
"real" economic effect, to the extent of trebling the initial investment. Thus
the "appreciation" is $3,000 in pure inflation and $7,500 ($12,000 — $4,500)
in "re- investment." The "re- investment" thus noted may or may not agree with
the amounts shown as "retained earnings increases" on the financial statements,
because the price level effects on the shares in the market may be quite different.
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The two "price level" effects come from different sources and with different impact; one from the securities market, the other from the price -level changes related to the assets of the firm.
Generally, the price effect shown in the financial statements would be less than
that shown in the market quotations. First, the price appreciation on the longterm assets gets into "income" only as the sales prices of products sold reflects
the higher value of the consumed service potentials. Second, the retained earnings are still carried at the amounts shown when they were computed, and the
rise in the price level does not, under ordinary accounting, affect the book equity
amount of the net earnings retained.
Because of these factors, the rate of return computed from market data is
likely to differ from the parallel "book" calculation. But the gap is further
widened by anticipations, shifts of industry position as to competition, technological advance, style or other customer reactions, etc. These and other forces
affect the market quotations for securities without changing the book figures.
Hence the "book" return and the market return do not refer to the same factors
or conditions. The investor looking for an easy method of measuring the success of an undertaking by the rate of return on investment is likely to be more
confused than helped by the figures described above.
The amount of assets shown in any financial tabulation depends in part upon
the attitude that is taken with regard to "capital versus revenue" expenditures.
It has become the fashion to charge any but the most obvious capital additions
to current expense. This would seem to be conservative and to reduce the rate
of return. The effect, however, is not so simple as it may appear. For example,
a $1,000 item which is charged to expense reduces income but leaves the investment base unaffected. If this charge were treated as an asset addition, the
income would not be reduced, but the investment base would be increased.
Then, if the income had been $5,000 on a $100,000 base without including the
$1,000 charge, expensing the item makes income 4% on investment. Capitalizing the $1,000 increases the investment base to $101,000, on which a $5,000
return is 4.957c• Items of this sort may be large in relation to net income, even
though they are small with respect to sales or total assets.
The current practice of using depreciation methods which "write -off' assets
rapidly in the early years of their use may also have effects on the rate of return.
Consider again the company with $100,000 of investment and $5,000 net margin, and assume an acquisition at the beginning of the year for $4,000. Adding
this $4,000 to the investment base shifts the rate from 5% to 4.8 17o, before
depreciation. If the asset is depreciated at 10 %, the net margin is reduced to
$4,600 and the investment base would be increased to ,$103,800 (the average
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for the year). This gives a return of 4.43 %. However, if depreciation is taken
on an accelerated basis (25% for the first year), the net margin becomes $4,000,
and the average investment $103,500, yielding a rate of 3.87%. The effect on
income is clouded by the change in investment base in these calculations.
Another facet of the investment -base problem is the effect of income taxation.
The rate of return after taxes depends heavily on the amount and timing of income tax charges. When the advantages of more rapid amortizations are taken
without actual change of accounting method in reporting, charges may be made
against current income to recognize the taxes postponed to the indefinite future.
The "tax allocation" procedure reduces net income and, if the credit item
representing postponed taxes is considered a liability, there is a lower rate of
return on investment. But if this credit is considered a provision for the contingency of future taxes, and thus a part of the net worth, the lowered rate of
return would be further reduced by adding the tax credit to the investment base.
To illustrate: a net margin (before tax allocation) of $10,000 on a $100,000
base would be reduced by the tax - allocation entry to, say, $8,000. But to consider the avoided taxes as part of the stock equity would make the rate of return
$8,000 on a $102,000 base, or 7.8451o'.
The effects of different factors on the investment base may alter the return on
investment in various ways. A number of these factors are items which, though
they may be handled on a discretionary basis, may have considerably different
effects upon reported net income. They may also alter appreciably the financial
status, as measured by various means. The item of deferred income tax alone is
becoming large enough in published reports to make a substantial difference in
evaluating the rate of return.
Scope of Applying the Rate of Return
Indefinite as it is when applied to a total investment situation, rate of return
becomes even more Protean and indecisive when applied to parts of an investment situation. The attempt to apply a rate of return criterion to a division,
a product line, or other part of an enterprise, leads to complications.
These classifications often give an appearance of objectivity and single - valued
truth that does not really exist. Classifications of cost may be made on the
basis of statistical behavior, method or location of control decisions, or traceability, through some line of "benefits- received " —to mention only a few.
Revenues might be classified by customer, by size of order, by method of sale,
or by type of sales promotion, among others. The matching of some part of
total revenue with some part of total cost to establish the net income fro►n a
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specific line or phase of operation is an extremely difficult and tedious task. joint
effects, capacity and its use, lags between effort and results, all serve to make
the separations difficult. The best that can be hoped for in the effort to establish
a measure of income for separate parts of a firm is likely to be expressed as
the "contribution- margin" —the difference between imputed revenue and controllable costs. This measure, while useful for some purposes, does not pretend
to be a "net" income.
But the rate of return brings another complication into the picture. Not
only is it necesary to allocate joint costs and joint revenues, but these must be
related to an investment base, similarly "fractionated" from totals and distributions. To compute the rate of return for a division or program involves the
assignment of investment costs or values from totals usually not incurred or
recorded with this end in mind.
Thus, plant investment may be allocated on the basis of floor space, man - hours,
or value of product; inventory investment may be assigned on the basis of value
of product, weight, or other factor when the individual usage rates and inventory
levels of specific items are not available. The result of such allocations is just
as good as the assumptions and methods involved. For most purposes, it is
better to use only the figures which can be assigned with a high degree of validity or acceptance, so that the "rate" of return becomes a differential, alternative, or "contribution" measure rather than an overall return on investment.
This is as it should be, for the marginal decision requires data related to it.
When costs are sunk by previous action, when they are beyond control, unavoidable or erratic in behavior, or when they are jointly related to several
objectives, they are likely to be irrelevant. The same reasoning applies to
revenues as well; to measure performance, one must be able to establish cause
and effect relations; and sales that result from previous status in the market,
basic and uncontrollable shifts in market demand, or the joint effects of mutual
efforts, must be treated as irrelevant in some situations. Thus, to be logical
and fair in the making of decisions or in evaluating performance, the figures
needed should be something more specific and more definite than a "rate of
return" based upon allocated revenues, assigned costs, and apportioned investment.
Rate of Return and The Time Period
Time is an essential part of the rate of return; unless the rate is stated in
terms of some time period, interpretation is difficult. This requirement is, of
course, the reason for much of the trouble with the income- measurement aspect
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of computing the rate. Time also gives trouble with respect to some of the
investment base problems, such as price -level shifts or other changes which
affect the validity of financial data. One of these is the fact that past costs
are usually irrelevant for forward looking decisions, unless they are expected
to continue or recur in the future. Hence one who uses a rate of return computation based upon historical data must recognize the need for analysis and adjustment of those data before they are used to extrapolate trends or establish expectations for the future.
But there are times when historical data are not available or are recognized
to be of limited significance. Then we may use forecasts or anticipations to
compute a projected rate of return. One typical instance is the equipment replacement problem. The rate of return enters such an analysis in one of
two ways —in sane cases the figures include an item of "interest," to represent
the cost of capital involved in the proposal. This is akin to stating the minimum
return on capital as a "cost," so that the advantage or disadvantage of the proposal will be seen "net," after the basic cost of capital has been covered. In
other cases, the problem is set to equate, mathematically, the capital investment
with the savings to be expected from the venture, discounted at the unspecified
rate which may be determined by computation. In this latter case, the rate thus
established is the gross rate of return on the entire proposal.
- Calculations of these kinds must be made in some way, as a part of the
decision whether or not to invest in the proposal. Even if the decision is based
on "pure" judgment, the calculations are implicit, and their nature should be
clearly understood.
The first difficulty in the use of rates of return to evaluate proposed investment opportunities is that there are a number of rates which fit different situations. The explicit rate that is used should be one that reflects the cost of capital
for that venture. But capital has many costs, because there are many sets of
conditions for its use. There is a group of rates currently quoted for short -term
Joans..of various. kinds, for different varieties of commercial paper, for various
risk levels in securities or long -term debts. If current quotations are used,
c►pe; must select the one to use.
. Besides the market quotations there are alternative costs, such as the rate
now earned on existing facilities (adjusted to avoid the distortions mentioned
in the earlier sections of this paper), the highest rate available for other proposals similar to the one under consideration, the contractual rate recently or
currently negotiated. for.funds raised by the enterprise. Which of these rates
of.return should,. be used is not easy to determine. Since the figure chosen is
to represent the desired minimum return on the proposal, it is presumably better
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one

is

to use a rate which reflects the (assumed) best return that is available for
similar commitments.
But in all this it should be noted that we are tacitly assuming that the rate
of return
rate, to be applied to the entire proposal. As a practical matter,
it may be necssary to make the calculation this way. But the opportunities
that will develop in the future will also carry rates of return, which ought to
be considered in the decision. The expiration of a venture brings capital back
to investment; one of the risks in any investment proposal is that capital may
be returned (bonds redeemed, cash collected) at a time when investment opportunities may be less attractive. The fact is that rates of return will fluctuate
over future years, and some assumption or judgment about this is necessary.
The typical computation, using a single rate extrapolated from current 'data,
may be vulnerable on this score. The estimation of future capital cost (in
terms of possible opportunities or market quotations) is part of the basis for
investment decision.
The special pattern of calculation which computes the overall gross rate
of return (from the mathematical equality of present capital outlay and the
related future savings) also yields a single rate of return. This is, of course,
an " avearge" representing the investment pattern in a single rate; the rate is
computed by assuming its constancy over the period. This may or may not be
an adequate result, for the reasons already implied; the "average" rate of return
is an abstraction which may or may not portray the real situation.
Also to be noted in connection with the rate that equates investment with
future savings is the fact that the future savings are estimates, each subject to
some degree of error. When the investment period is long and the probabilities
of error are difficult to estimate, the calculations may be more precise than the
data warrant. Estimates of future events are less dependable as the time becomes
longer and as more disturbing factors and changed conditions may affect the
situation. Certainly a rate of return computed on estimated data for long periods
in the future has a probable error that is large, perhaps too large to warrant
more than nominal attention in the decision - making.
The usefulness of a rate of return depends heavily on the conditions in
which it is computed and the way in which it is used. Some situations are
well described by such calculations; but others are less so, even to the extent of
being uninterpretable or undependable. Some investments must be made on
faith, just as some operations are carried on under the assumption of correctness
and stability. Over - emphasis on the rate of return can be as misleading as
ignorance of it. Certainly, the rate of return approach should be used with
the discretiun that such a measure requires.
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A Program for Profitable Use of Costs
in a Small Factory
by E. S. THOMPSON
employing
people, cost accounting is frequently neglected because of the administrative difficulties
resulting from the very limited number of clerical employees usually available. Factories of this rather awkward
size sometimes operate with as few as
four office employees, a timekeeper
and payroll clerk, a production clerk,
a shipping clerk and a general clerk.
There is obviously little time available
for cost work. As a result, many accountants have chosen to ignore costs
in the small factory. However, if this
problem has not been approached
practically and with confidence, an unusual accounting opportunity will be
missed —with rich potentials for those
ingenious enough to hurdle the initial
barrier of size by developing minimum cost information for management. The purpose of this paper is,
therefore, to suggest methods of
achieving for the small factory:

Iperhaps only

N THE SMALL FACTORY

200

1. A day -to -day means of evaluating performance.
2. Reasonably accurate cost information for product pricing.

Operating Characteristics
of the Industry
The vitrified clay sewer pipe industry has been selected as an illustration
of how such cost activities can be
planned and initiated since its typical
factory falls in the small plant classification. The specific application described can, of course, be adapted for
any small manufacturing unit, with
minor modification. The vitrified clay
sewer pipe industry serves society by
producing the familiar, glazed brown
bell and spigot clay pipe used for sewage and drainage systems. The product range of the average factory is
fairly wide and includes numerous
sizes and lengths of straight pipe and
fittings, usually as many as 1,000 items
ranging in diameter from 3 to 42
inches, in lengths from 2 to 6 feet, and
in several strengths or clay thicknesses.
The activities and manufacturing processes of a clay pipe plant normally include:
I.

2.

Mining — Winning of the
clay from the ground and delivery to the factory.
Clay preparation.— Crushing,
grinding and screening of

EDWARD S. THOMPSON, Akron Chapter (Williamsport 1948) is Auditor with Robinson
Clay Products Company Akron, Ohio. He is a graduate of the Wharton School of Finance,
Philadelphia and is a Certified Public Accountant in Pennsylvania.
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from 175 to 200 people. The limited
size is chiefly a result of the bulky
product and the necessity to stock -pile
large inventories in winter months
when the consumption of pipe for
underground use is at a minimum.
With this brief background, consideration can be given to an evaluation and selection of the procedures
and accounting tools necessary to work
toward the minimum cost objectives
mentioned. The approval and active
participation of management in the
program is a prerequisite to its eventual success. Discussion with management, however, should not be initiated
until all details of procedure are crystallized and can be capably presented
for consideration. It is quite likely,
therefore, that the cost program will
be planned and organized by the chief
accountant who, in a small company,
may be the treasurer or controller.
Since the availability of clerical
help will govern and frequently limit
the procedures to be developed in the
program, an estimate of the amount
of clerical time available at the factory
and general offices is a necessity. The
possibility of increasing hours open
for cost work by simplification and
streamlining present routines should
not be overlooked.
The review of personnel will probably emphasize the need for simplicity
as a prime characteristic of the accounting tools to be used. The requirements shown in Exhibit l are ;ba_
sic .to •the development of the
cost

raw lumps of clay at times
when necessary to produce
qualities desired in the finished product, and mixing
with water and chemicals into
a uniform plastic mass capable of being extruded.
i. Forming— Pressing of straight
pipe through extrusion dies
or the molding by hand of
fittings such as elbows.
4. Dying— Removal of 95 per
cent of the clay moisture con tent by the application of turbulent, heated air.
5. Burning— Firing of the pipe
and fittings in periodic (bee
hive) or continuous (tunnel)
kilns through carefully controlled temperature zones to
remove the remaining moisture and vitrify the pipe (To
vitrify is to fuse clay particles
into a glossy or glazed mass
by the application of heat approximating 2000 °F, temperature.)
6. Drawing and stocking —Removal of the vitrified pipe
from the kilns to storage
areas.
7. Jointing— Pouring of asphalt
or polyvinyl -type joints on
the bell and spigot ends of
the pipe.
8. Loading— Loading of pipe
on trucks or railroad cars for
delivery to customers.
Plant location is normally governed
by the availability of clay deposits. As
a result, clay sewer pipe plants are
often concentrated in such areas as the
Ohio clay belt. The number of employees in the average factory ranges
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EXHIBIT 1

ob j e c t i v e s a n d m u st b e c l a sse d a s m i n -

lems that may arise. Careful, deliber-

imu m essen tia ls. D e v e l o p m e n t o f t h e se

er a t e de c i si o ns a t t hi s st a ge wi l l b e r e -

four basic requirements is important.

warded by the creation of the basic
information necessary for both cost
controls and product Fricing discussed
in the subsequent sections.

Discussions with other members of
the industry will be a valuable aid
in clarifying many doubts and probJ A N U A R Y , 1959
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The Control of Costs —
Emphasis on Labor
Because of the limited amount of
accounting supervision time and the
minimum clerical assistance available,
the program should be developed in
definite phases. A second reason for
this suggestion is the probability that
factory supervision will assume its
control responsibility a great deal
more effectively when undertaken in
a series of steps. On completion of
the four preliminary stages identified
in the exhibit, which may have required some months to develop, it
will be apparent which cost elements
are capable of being controlled and
which are generally not controllable
by factory supervision.
The major item of controllable expense is obviously the most logical
choice for the first area to be explored
in detail. The probable selection will
be labor costs and, assuming the absence of any previous labor control
system, numerous cost saving opportunities are likely to be discovered.
The interest and enthusiasm of plant
supervision for the project will have
developed to a high level during the
stage of formulating the labor budget.
The foremen will be eager to have
the program under way and maintenance of that attitude by prompt attention to administrative deails is essential to ensure their continued interest and active cooperation. To operate effectively, the plant superintend cat and foremen should have prompt,
32

reasonably accurate reports. For the
control of labor costs, the following
basic information should be provided:
A copy of the departmental
budget. The superintendent
should have the complete
factory budget.
2. The historical cost picture
of the department, showing
the overall monthly cost picture determined by using the
production denominator —in
this case tons.
3. A similar picture of departmental costs month -by -month
as the program progresses.

1.

4. A daily and monthly report
of actual and standard departmental man- hours.
In the beginning regular, weekly
meetings should be held, perhaps on
Saturday mornings, to discuss results
achieved, problems encountered by
each foreman, necessary changes in
standards, and any other aspects of
the labor cost problem. The importance
of these conferences cannot be overemphasized. Subsequently, when the
program is functioning smoothly, semimonthly meetings may be sufficient but
should be on a regular schedule. Interest will also be held by the use
of graphs, particularly in the presentation of monthly results over a period
of time, including performance previous to the commencement of the
labor cost control program.
Consideration should be given to
the establishment of some form of
supervisory incentive plan, since supN.A.A. BULLETIN

plementary compensation will directly stimulate the efforts of the superintendent and foremen. Regardless of the type of plan adopted, it
should provide for payments as frequently as quarterly so that there is
a close link between performance and
financial rewards.
What results may be anticipated
from the program of labor cost control, and when? Normally, an immediate reduction in labor costs can
be expected by the elimination of
surplus employees who have been
added during the boom era. In addition, a gradual but steady decline
in costs can be anticipated as the use
of labor becomes more efficient. Dependent on the previous efficiency of
the factory, decreases of five per cent
or more in labor costs are frequently
achieved.
The cost control program should
be expanded to include other elements
such as raw materials, major supplies
and scrap control when tangible savings in labor have occurred. Additional
projects, however, should not be
undertaken by sacrificing administration of a successful labor control program.
Using Direct Costs for
Product Pricing
Because of the effect of competition from within and frequently outside the industry, few companies have
unlimited freedom in the pricing of
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their products. It is none the less advantageous for management to possess
reasonably accurate information on
unit costs compared to selling prices,
since a long -range influence over prices
may be exercised.
It is rather obvious that a complete
standard cost system linked with a factory expense ledger and an inventory
record including 1,000 or more items
cannot be developed without a small
cost section. A thorough analysis of
the problem would seldom indicate the
necessity for an elaborate system expensive to maintain. An alternative
and more practical approach includes
the costing and pricing of products
by means of periodic cost studies of
the major items constituting the line.
For example, a vitrified clay sewer
pipe factory may manufacture 30
sizes of straight pipe comprising 85
per cent of its output and various types
of fittings accounting for the remaining items produced. If management
has accurate information on the items
of straight pipe — selling prices and
costs —it has ample facts on which to
base many important decisions.
Direct costing is the most practical
approach to the costing process in a
sewer pipe factory, presenting the
obvious advantage of simplicity and
avoiding the necessity of complex overhead allocations. It will, if used intelligently, produce for management
valuable information on product costs
and facilitate the task of planning
for profits. By implication, the term
53

designates a system of costing in
which only direct costs, those that
vary with production, are assigned to
individual products. Under this cost
concept, costs which are a function
of time, usually described as fixed
iosts and including such items as fire
protection, depreciation, real and personal taxes, are not related to specific
unit costs but are considered in a subsequent evaluation of profitability. The
logical steps in direct costing must
include the following procedures discussed in succeeding paragraphs:
Classification of all factory
costs as fixed or variable.
2. Preparation of a fixed cost
budget.
3.. Determination of direct unit
costs.
4. Evaluation of profitability by
item.
The classification of factory costs
into the two cost categories is ordinarily not too difficult, since many
costs are clearly fixed or variable by
nature. Certain other costs, having a
fixed and a variable component and
often termed semi- variable costs, sometimes prove the major problem in the
classification phase. While the practice of separating such cost elements
into the fixed and variable parts is
fairly common, assigning the total expense to the predominating class can
often be the better solution when only
minor inaccuracies are indicated.
The fixed expense budget can be prepared on a historical basis after adjustment for any changes resulting from
1.
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discussions with factory management.
It will ordinarily be of considerable interest to management to isolate fixed
expenses and compare their magnitude
to total costs. While the budget is
primarily for the purpose of the profit
evaluation by product, its uses can be
extended to include, for example, a
break -even point study. Preparation
of the fixed expense budget also presents an excellent opportunity to consider and re- evaluate the need for all
expenses regarded as fixed.
Before proceeding with the determination of direct costs for individual
sizes of product, considerable additional basic information, including the
following, must be assembled:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

The average weight loss of clay
from the raw to burned state.
The average burned weight
of individual sizes of pipe.
The average scrap loss by size
in pressing, drying and burning.
Consumption per ton of
chemicals used in clay preparation.
The average kiln burning time
by size and fuel requirements.
The average quantities of
jointing materials used, by
size.
The annual plant capacity for
each size on a normal operating schedule resulting from
a study of press speeds and
efficiencies, drying space and
time, number of kilns and
loads, and burning time.

Direct costs may then be calculated
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and assigned to individual sizes in
accordance with usual cost accounting
techniques, using the preceding statistical information and the previously
developed labor budget. The value of
direct costs as determined by the procedures discussed above is in the eval-

$1.70

12 "4'

4.40

.91
2.35

Should the evaluation of profits be
confined to the above comparison, one
might conclude that the two sizes are
equally profitable, an incorrect con-

Size
,P

8 Y
12 "4'

Units produced
at plant
capacity
1,000,000
500,000

.79
2.05

46 . 5 %
46.5

elusion as disclosed by the comparative
income statements, disclosing production volume at capacity, which follow:

Sales

Direct costs

$1,700,0 00

$ 910,000

2,200,000

1,175,000

Although the rate of variable profit
identical for the two sizes, the
amount of profit contributed by the 12
inch pipe is greater by $235,000.

is

Variable profit
Unit
'jo of sales
$

811 3'

Unit
direct costs
$

unit
sales price

Size

cation of the profits by size resulting
from a comparison of selling prices
with direct costs, often described as
variable profit..Care must he taken in
the appraisal process to avoid any obvious pitfalls, as shown by the following hypothetical example:

Variable profit
$

790,000
1,025,000

studies should be reviewed and verified periodically to ascertain that no
significant changes in manufacturing
have occurred.

,The instance is, of course, exag- Small Plants May Use Modern
gerated purposely in order to illustrate Accounting Techniques
the point involved. Many results will
While the problems of cost accountnot be so clearly conclusive; however, ing with respect to cost control and
this information can be quite valuable product pricing have been over-simplito management not only in a considera- fied to demonstrate a possible method
tion of sales prices but in evaluating of developing a cost program for the
the impact of competitive materials in small factory with a minor amount of
the market place.
clerical help, the technique and general
As the pricing approach is based approach is a practical one. Hence, size
upon isolated cost studies and since the of an individual company or a factory
resulting unit costs may not be in- is not a valid excuse to deny managecorporated in the company books by ment aminimum cost program as demeans of a standard cost system, the scribed.
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New Variations on an Old Theme
by JOHN FUNARO*

P or "What is a doctor ? "

IC K A T RA N DO M A NY T E N CI T IZ EN S

out of one hundred. Ask them, "What is a lawyer ?"

Their answers will be fairly accurate and consistent, with the
doctor being assu med to be a medical doctor. To be sure, Mr. Average Citizen may inject

some kind of personal twist into his replies. They will be, however, definitive and reasonably well - informed. But ask him, "Wha t is a n accountant ?" and a t once a certain nebulosity, a certain vagueness, enters into his answers.
In attempting to define an accountant Mr. Average Citizen will, in all probability,
flounder from bookkeeping to auditing and mix in some technical clerical work. The
odds are that he will conclude by telling us that an accountant is a C.P.A. But when
ask ed to explain what a C.P.A. is, he is really "stumped." Somehow those initials impart
a subconsciou sness au ra of prestige in Mr. Average Citizen's mind, bu t ra rely can he give
to us a clear, specific, meaning for them, let alone use them to explain to us what an
accountant is. Nowhere do we find such a tie that binds a ll accounta nts together as exists
in the medica l profession or in the lega l profession. Shou ld we not recognize this simple
fact?
Just what it an accountant? Even Webster's Dictionary is not very clear. "Accountant"
is defined as "1. One who is liable to render a n a ccount; 2. One who is skilled in, keeps,
or adjusts accounts." And it continues with making "bookkeeper" and "accountant" synonymous! Some comprehension of the degree of confusion that prevails may be had by
considering some of the dozens of civil service position classifications that cover the field
of accountancy, e.g., ( 1 ) accountants, (2 ) auditors, (3 ) account - auditors, (4 ) account
clerks, (5 ) account technicians, (6 ) accounting officers, (7 ) fiscal officers, (8 ) financial
examiners, (9 ) fiscal examiners, (1 0 ) administrative analysts (accounting systems), (1 1)
tabulating systems technicians, etc. In addition, we have C.P.A.'s, public accountants,
chartered accountants, part -time accountants, assistant accountants, and even machine
accountants! Is it any wonder that Mr. Avera ge Citizen is confu sed?
The facts should be faced realistically. The theory and the mechanics of accounting are
more easily learned than those of other professions. In addition, they a re far more widely
applicable in our world of work . Complete proficiency in accounting is not necessary in
order to make a living in many accounting - designated jobs. It follows, then, that the
accounting profession naturally separates into three broad classes, or levels: (1 ) the
accountant- employee, (2 ) the accountant - employer, and (3 ) the accountant - specialist.
While the last more nearly corresponds to the professional status of other professions,
the former two cla sses also qualify to a large extent toward professiona l status.
Accounting is not only a profession in its own right bu t it is also an invaluable tool
in many walks of life. As a consequence, its problems are greater and more complex
than those of sister professions. Might it not be a good idea to cla ssify accounta nts a long
the lines of the U. S. Government General Schedule as to proficiency and along the
medieval guild lines for performance ethics? Properly worked out, this concept might
well provide the uniform standards, ethics and principles for all accountants tha t we so
badly need.
*Senior Tabulating Systems Technician, State of California, Sacramento, California.
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Preparing for Random Access Equipment for
Ordnance Inventory Control
by FOSTER F. OLIVER
a pioneer in the development of electronic comT puters. Ordnance earlywasrealized
the value of high speed calculation and
HE ORDNANCE CORPS

financed the design and construction of ENIAC— Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator —at the University of Pennsylvania between 1942 -1946.
This paper deals with the selection of a specific system, within the Ordnance
Corps of the U. S. Army, to adequately handle the functions of purchasing,
stocking, accounting for and disbursing thousands of items including weapons,
ammunition and vehicles. After extensive studies of all systems, the random
access equipment was selected as the most desirable to perform the necessary
functions. Ordnance has selected the Anniston Ordnance Depot as the pilot installation.
To place this particular data processing problem in proper perspective, a
brief description of the physical facility and system of supplying the Army's
customers will perhaps be helpful. Construction of the depot was inaugurated in
February, 1941 and operations began in October of that year. The depot is 51/2
miles square, or 15,000 acres. Excellent communication systems, along with two
well- equipped fire departments and other modern utilities, are provided. It is
one of the nation's largest storage and supply installations. Employment numbers
approximately 3.700, with an annual payroll of $17,500,000. There are more
than 400 housing units with commercial facilities which include stores, restaurants, library and chapel facilities. Internal transportation includes diesel locomotives and a fleet of vehicles, which operate on a network of 42 miles of
railroads and 210 miles of roads.
Operations — and Present Data Processing
The U. S. Ordnance Corps is charged with the responsibility for providing
the Army, Navy and Air Force with weapons, ammunition and vehicles. The
Anniston Ordnance Depot is basically a huge storehouse. We have been called
a super - market. The primary mission is the supply and distribution of ordnance
FOSTER F. OLIVER is Deputy Chief, Automatic Data Processing Staff, Anniston Ordnance
Depot. Since 1942, Mr. Oliver occupied several responsible positions at Anniston Ord-

nance including that of Managerial Analyst.
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parts, equipment and ammunition. In order to fulfill this responsibility, it is
necessary to maintain property and financial accountability and to control the
receipt, storage, and issue of material for support of the defense forces at posts,
camps, and stations, and to maintain the depot stocks in a balanced relationship
with issue demands. In addition to the stocks stored at the Anniston Depot, we
also maintain stocks at three other Ordnance installations. They are the Atlanta
General Depot, Blue Grass (Kentucky) Depot, and the Redstone Depot at
Huntsville Arsenal. We are responsible for the financial accountability as well
. inventory control for ordnance stocks stored at all four depots, which we
refer to as the Anniston complex.
The logistical problems of supplying the spare parts used in maintenance,
repair and rebuild of weapons and vehicles throughout the defenses will be the
first application introduced to our electronic data processing. From this point of
view the depot may be defined as follows:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

C.
7.
8.

9.

The depot maintains 150,000 items in stock ready to satisfy customer demands.
There are an average of 5000 transactions per day.
The depot maintains accountable data of 120 characters per record.
The depot maintains records of the dollar value of inventories by
various commodity classifications.
Ordnance customers must provide funds to pay for material
ordered, through transfer of funds between appropriations since
Ordnance operates on a revolving fund basis.
Customers order by catalog number.
Orders are multi -line and the integrity must be maintained.
In addition to five thousand daily transactions affecting quantitative fields, mentioned previously, numerous changes to the indicative information of balance cards or records must be processed. For
example, during the calendar year 1957, 272,000 cataloging changes
were made. Approximately 77,000 of these were changes to stock
numbers. The remainder were changes to other information, such
as name, unit of measure and unit price.
Numerous requests for information from the accountable file are
also received daily. Customers and various organizations on the
depot require information as to quantity of stock on hand, etc.

The present system of data processing requires the development, maintenance,
and utilization of a number of punched -card files containing accountable records,
financial, catalog, and supply managerial information.
It consists essentially of conventional punch -card accounting machines, utilizing the card for each transaction, i.e., issue, receipt, etc. The transaction card is
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manually off -set behind the corresponding balance card. This operation goes on
all during the day- shift. At the beginning of the second shift, all the balance
cards with detail cards are processed by a conventional punched card machine
to produce an up -dated balance card and detail cards for warehouse handling and
reporting to the national control point. The present cycle from the time a requisition is received until documentation is available for warehouse operation
is three days.
The modern combat unit, with improved speed and mobility, demands a
comparable approach in supply operations. New concepts of supply require the
processing of documents within hours instead of days. Therefore, the first
requisite for a new system presents itself as one that will provide faster service
to our customers. Another prime need is for more accurate posting. The most
common error occurs in posting to the wrong stock record card and in transcriptions. These errors are dependent on elaborate internal audit contols for isolation and correction, often a tedious and time - consuming matter.
It is also recognized as essential to the depot that a system be installed capable of absorbing peak input loads several times the average input, the present
manual and machine facilities not being sufficiently flexible to accomplish rapid
expansion to accommodate major emergency situations. One reason for this has
been the lengthy training required in order to perform the manual operations.
Further, the preparation of reports, in addition to the daily activity, has complicated their timely development, causing delays which have precluded up -to -date
managerial action. Another requirement indicating the need for a more up -to -date
processing system is standardization of logical decision. The present system has
involved 30 clerks making logical decisions on four to five thousand transactions
each day.
Selection of the Electronic Equipment
In view of the problems offered by the present manual operation, as briefly
outlined, the commanding officer of Anniston Ordnance Depot appointed a team
in April, 1955, to consider the application of an electronic date processing system to stock control activities. This team proceeded with a study of the existing
machines from the available manufacturer's literature and attended programming courses. The card - operated IBM Type 650 showed little promise of being
a solution to the problem of improving supply transaction processing time. However, shortly after the programming school, the International Business Machines
Corp. made a preliminary announcement of RAMAC Type 305 machine and the
team was directed to consider it.
f . I N U A R Y , 1959
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In operating principles, the 305 RAMAC was determined to be the type
machine most likely to improve supply performance. However, a major objection
was that the disc file of five million digits was not sufficient for an ordnance
distribution depot. At this time, the manufacturer's representatives were of the
opinion that disc file capacity might be greatly enlarged and, on this basis, the
Office, Chief of Ordnance, was requested to make the arrangements for the machine to be tested at Anniston. In March, 1956, the depot was notified that the
Army's test of the RAMAC 305 would be performed elsewhere due to reduced
line items.
The Type 650 project was resumed after the manufacturer announced that
magnetic tapes could be used for data storage and that a printer could be attached for output. The depot was furnished information that the disc files, formerly available only with RAMAC Type 305, could now be attached to the Type
650 machine in batteries and that a feasibility study conducted under supervision of Office, Chief of Ordnance indicated that the system could be applied
successfully to a depot's logistics problems. In October, 1956, the Anniston
Ordnance Depot was designated as a pilot installation for the application of this
equipment to supply and stock management and related financial operations
within the distribution depot system.
Additional personnel to complete the logistic data processing development
staff were selected from experienced employees in supply operations and management for assignment as analysts and programmers.
Serial Access vs. Random Access
Specifications of the depot prompted the consideration of electronic systems
employing magnetic tape as the mass - storage medium. Magnetic -tape systems
can be described as having their information in serial access. This generally
involves batching of incoming work into convenient work groups and sorting
transactions according to sequential arrangement of reference files. The next
step involves introducing each transaction into the data processor and a serial
search of the reference file on magnetic tape to locate the wanted record. When
it is located, both the transaction and records are processed by the computer
according to the supply logic of the stored program. The output of this process
is a document or punched card which can be used to fill orders in the warehouse.
In addition, a new magnetic tape is produced to record updated records. A subsequent machine operation in the system is needed to merge the updated records
on magnetic tape with the unchanged records also on magnetic tape.
To illustrate in more detail the fundamental points of a serial - access method
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using magnetic tape, the processing may be briefly outlined as:
1. Input to the computer using pre- sorted punched cards. Data is

transferred through the read -punch unit.
2. Locate the wanted record by sequentially comparing each record on

the tape until the wanted one is located.
3. Process the record retrieved from magnetic tape with input data.
Supply logic is performed by program contained within computer
system and updated record is transferred to output magnetic tape.
4. Output from computer in punched -card form and printed document.
5. Merge output data with balance of file on magnetic tape in a subsequent operation.
A study was likewise made of electronic systems employing magnetic discs,
or drums, as the mass - storage medium. These are generally described as random access systems. Each incoming transaction is processed, as received, at high speed
against its corresponding reference data. There is no need to sort and "batch"
incoming transactions, since each transaction message can be processed independently against its reference record. The process in the "random- access" system
may be briefly outlined as:
1. Input to the computer using punched cards received. No pre- sorting

is necessary. Data is transferred through the read -punch unit.
2. Locate the wanted record on the magnetic disc automatically,
through a series of programmed table look -ups or computation.
This is done within less than one second.
3. Process reference data located from magnetic discs with input data.
Supply logic is performed by program contained within the computer system and the updated record is transferred back to its original location on the magnetic disc. Financial data is recorded on
magnetic tapes.
4. Output from computer in punched -card form and printed document.
An advantage of a serial- access tape system is the relatively low cost of
storing a large number of reference messages. For example, one manufacturer
rents a magnetic tape and servo - mechanism unit for $550 per month which stores
five million characters or 42,000 records of 100 characters each. The same
manufacturer quotes a rental price of $975 a month for a random- access storage
unit, using magnetic discs, storing six million digits, or 58,000 records of 100
digits each. When you are involved in the mass storage of 20 million characters,
this is an appreciable item of expense. However, from a processing time and
convenience standpoint, the advantage to ordnance depots is clearly on the side
J A N U A R Y , 1959
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of random- access equipment. In brief, for depot operations, the fundamental
decision regarding equipment and systems was made in this choice.
The bigger hurdles of refinement of application development are before us.
It remains for us to develop the most effective ways to use this new tool. The
major objectives include a four -hour processing cycle from the time an order
is received until documentation is available for shipping operations and overall
reduction of machine - processing time to the minimum.
Through direct access to all accounts, which can be accomplished automatically
for the first time, complete posting of each transaction can be accomplished before beginning the posting of the next. This accounting method is called in -line
processing. As already described, such accounting has previously been accomplished by a combination of manual, posting machine and punched -card methods,
for in -line processing has previously been costly and impractical where large
volumes of records and transactions were involved, because of the difficulty and
time required to reach and change single records in large files. However, now the
inherent advantage of having accounts constantly maintained in balance, without
numerous clerical errors and excessive time, can be realized through the random access system. Under this system receipts are immediately entered into the inventory account, issues subtracted, and current balances of items on hand are
maintained. The closer control over inventory results in reduced inventory adjustinents and increased service to customers.
Program and Other Preparations
Studies were made to determine what programs would be required. The major
programs, such as issues, receipts, adjustment and programs for updating all
information in the record other than quantitative fields were, of course, obvious.
Even though these programs process most of the day's business, there were many
other programs which might easily be overlooked but were just as important to
the total operation. Out of these studies came a list of 52 programs which the
group agreed would be required in order to cover all ramifications of inventory
control. Harmonious groupings of the programs were made and assigned to four
different groups of analyst- programmers. These groups were assigned the responsibility of developing logic and detailed block diagrams, determining required output, developing card alignments and listing formats, coordinating with
supply personnel to insure that no required output is overlooked and that every
essential operation has been provided, testing, correcting and revising routines
as required, and consolidating the programs when possible. After the consolidation of the originally listed programs and addition of other programs found
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necessary through further analysis, a total of 32 programs containing 22,000 instructions was found to be required for conversion and operation.
Some of the types of output, with specific alignments and formats, are specified by Army Regulations and directives from higher authority but there remained numerous other requirements which could be met to better advantage
with the new wealth of information available from the electronic data processing
system. However, one phase of the operation which is approached with appreciation of its difficulty is the problem of exceptions and re -runs. Two situations
which create exceptions are (1) when no record is found for the input message
( 2 ) or if no stock is available but a substitute symbol is present in the record.
Enmeshed in this area is also the problem of controls. Would listings be run
for exceptions and, if so, would listings be by voucher and invoice?
Developments We Would Like to See
In these preparations, we have gained a viewpoint as to what would help us
most. We would welcome technological developments toward improved data
input and data storage media. Regarding data input, up to the present we have
confined our techniques to the use of a punched card as medium for entry to a
system. This is a tried method compatible with equipments now being used in
our depots. An advancement of this same technique would permit our customer
to create and transmit punched -card data over a communications network to depot, similar to the way we now receive and transmit data via transceivers. At the
depot, the message could be magnetically recorded and introduced directly into
the data - processing system without any manual handling. The equipment to do
this (we are informed) are technically feasible from an engineering point of
view. System problems remain to be solved before acceptance of the idea. One
example of such a problem is how to prevent a single ordnance customer from
taking all available stock on an item in short supply.
Another advanced technique for data input could be the reading of printed
or typed matter directly into an electronic system without converting to punched
cards or key recordings to magnetic tape. Again, there are technical equipment
available to do this. One example is bank check number "reading" of specially
printed numbers which have ferite or fluorescent material in the printing ink.
However, the application experimentations have lagged behind the engineering
endeavors. In the foreseeable future, we can look forward to this and other
techniques which will go far to help reduce the cost and increase the speed of
preparing input to our electronic systems.
Once we have automatic input, we can get more sophisticated by including
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an amount of redundant data for self - checking the accuracy of the input. But
perhaps the most promising development in the input to a storage system is in
techniques which will frame input data and storage data so as to get a variety
of answers which can be automatically weighed to select the most desirable.
For example, an order for a repair part may be rejected by the system because
no stock is available at the depot. The system should examine alternate sources,
possible substitutions, or the customer's previous shipments to determine possible
priorities. In other words, this would be a "leap- frog" process of going from one
piece of information in the file to another to select all pertinent data bearing
on the input transaction.
We would also like to see future developments in data storage include packing data on discs, drums and tape so we can accommodate more data in the same
physical area. This should help reduce the cost of mass -data storage. We would
prefer the developments to include increased access speed.
Prospects in Mid-Stream
There are three major improvements over the present manual system which
will be accomplished by the installation of electronic data processing. First
and most important is the expediting of supply to our customers. E.D.P. provides
means for processing transactions within a four -hour cycle rather than a three day cycle. The second improvement issystem capacity. The electronic system will
permit production increase due to increased workload or expansion in mission
without proportionate personnel increase. The third major improvement is in
standardization of supply logic. Still another important benefit to be derived is
that necessary reports will be composed of timely information and management
decisions can be based upon what is (and not what was) happening.
The first increment of the Anniston Ordnance Depot's random access electronic
data processing equipment was physically received as this was written, the
first Multi -Unit 650 RAMAC to be delivered to a customer. It is possible, as
this issue of the Bulletin goes to press, to note that, when Anniston Ordnance
Depot became operational on an electronic data processing system with random
access accomplished in October, 1958, two years had passed since the first group
of personnel received basic training as programmers. It can be appreciated that
this has been a fairly limited time in which to accomplish the application of
electronic data processing in an area of the magnitude of the Anniston inventory
control problem. We realize, also, that we do not, even now, have all our
answers and that we are in the earlier stages of appreciation of the electronic data
processing science.
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WHY THESE FALLACIES?

D

by Lauren F. Brush*

ISCUSSING CERTAIN "FA LL ACI ES AND PO S TUL A TE S "

of accou nting in his a rticle in the
February, 1958, issue of the N.A .A. Bulletin, Marion H. Simpsen called upon the
accounting profession "to clear u p this area of misunderstanding." He listed ten "fallacies
or misconceptions of accou nting principles and practices, which have popular acceptance
by many managers, stockholders and, perhaps, by many accountants." There are, he
suggests, many more than his decalogue. But how it is possible that any accountant and
many business managers hold the opinions that (1 ) depreciation provides for replacement
of assets, (2 ) income is measured accurately by monthly, quarterly, and annual statements,
(3 ) true net worth is revealed by the balance sheet and (4 ) financial statement figures are
comparable between companies?
These fallacies rela te to topics which are fundamental to understanding accou nting and
which are usually covered in, or may be derived from, what is generally described as
elementary accounting. Standard textbooks in the field describe the function of depreciation accounting as the allocation of costs of depreciable assets to periodic income and
sometimes stress the estimates which enter into the allocation. Several textbooks are
quite insistent about the distinction between depreciation accounting and replacement
financing. These textbooks also describe how other expenses such as losses on uncollectable accounts and accrued property taxes are recognized on the basis of estimates. It
follows, although the textbooks do not always emphasize the point, that net income for
any short period is no more accurate than the estimates, and that net worth lacks precision at least to the same extent as does periodic net income.
The ranks of business management now include a substantial proportion of people
who have presumably studied a modicum of accounting. For at least a quarter of a
century, most of our large and many medium -to -small universities have been graduating
students who have specialized in various fields of business administration. Possibly every
such student was subjected to accounting courses covering one to four semesters. Many
liberal arts colleges offer one or two semesters of accounting. Surely the number of
individuals is legion who have "had" an introduction to accounting.
The introductory courses in accounting may well be a t fault. These courses emphasize
"how to do it" applied to the "accounting cycle." Students are required to compute the
correct net income for the period based on, among other items, the correct depreciation
adjustment and the correct inventory valuation. They are required to draw balance sheets
reporting the correct total asset figures and, of course, the correct net worth. There appears to be a ju stifiable fear on the pa rt of instru ctors that admission of variations from
the correct solution will lead to slovenly classification and arithmetic or even to mental
confusion and insecurity on the part of the student.
There is a ray of hope shining through the gloom of misunderstanding. At least a
few instructors scattered throughout the land are looking at accounting education. They
are trying to find sound methods to teach the significance of accountancy and accounting
information at the outset of the curricu lum rather tha n to start with correct methodology
in the use of five journals, three ledgers, and eight (or maybe ten) column worksheets
leading to periodic income statements and balance sheets correct in every respect to the
nearest penny.
* Associate Professor of Accounting, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
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Quicker Banki ng of Coll ections Through
Regional Lock Box Procedures
by JAMES J. GRIFFIN
E AT HO M E L I TE

b. Endorsement of remittances.
c. Deposit preparation.

realized the need for

improved accounting- systems and controls to cope with rapid organizational
growth, expansion of product lines, changes
in business trends and the extension of credit. Sales dollars "riding the rails" were not
conducive to a profitable business enterprise. Therefore, it was decided to take
action. A program to collect and process
remittances through regional depositories
was adopted. Such a program is now working for us on the west coast, through the
south, southwest and in the midwest. This
multiple - purpose program has:
1. Accelerated the collection of sales dollars.
2. Insured the quick availability of funds.
3. Reduced exposure to credit risk.
4. Simplified account aging.
Eliminated: (at home office level of Homelite Division):
a. The processing of receipts.

The program is tailor -made to conform
with the specific requirements of Homelite
but generally follows a definite pattern. An
account is opened with a regional depository. Lock box arrangements are made with
the postmaster of the postal station servicing the depository. The postmaster is also
authorized to permit access to the lock
boxes by bank representatives. Dealers and
customers serviced by Homelite districts
and branches located within the regional
territorial limits are advised to send all remittances to a lock box address, effective
the program "kick -off" date. A code letter
symbol, which is part of the lock box address, identifies the participating districts
and branches and, at bank level, readily
identifies the Homelite servicing point to
facilitate remittance processing. Return envelopes are enclosed with invoices, statements and also with collection letters for

The Type of Invelwe Sent to Dealers
end Custom ers W ith Invoices
Ins ld. o l e
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EXHIBIT 2

JAMES J. GRIFFIN, Greenwich- Stamford Chapter 1957, is Staff Assistant to the Controller,
Homelite a division of Textron, Inc. Mr. Griffin joined Homelite in 1955 as Auditor Accounting Systems Analyst and has served as Chief Auditor prior to his present assignment.
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EXHIBIT 4

EXHIBIT 3
the convenience of dealers and customers in
forwarding remittances to the proper lock
box address, on a three -month trial period.
Thereafter we stock dealers that use them.
Documents such as invoices, statements, delinquent account notices originating from

the Homelite home office also show the
proper lock box address to which remittances should be directed. The envelope
and invoice reference to lock box address
are illustrated by Exhibits 1 and 2.
Mail is picked -up frequently from the
luck box throughout the day. The bank
opens the envelopes after sorting them by
the identifying code letter symbol, endorses
the checks and credits the total amount of
t he r e m i t t an ce s t o t h e Ho me l i t e ac cou nt . An

FORMLETTERUSEDBYBANK
(company stationery)
Dear
dated

We a r e r e t u r n i n g y o u r C h e c k N o .
reaso n( s) ch ecke d be lo w:

F1
11

Che ck has not been signe d.
S i gna t ur e is not ac c e p t a b l e b e c a u s e

Wri tt e n amount $

d o e s n o t a g r e e wi t h the p r i n t e d a m o u n t

$

F]

for thr

D
P l e a s e m a k e the c o r r e c t i o n a s i n d i c a t e d a b o v e o r i s s u e a ne w c h e c k a n d
r e t u r n s a m e p r o m p t l y in the s e l f - a d d r e s s e d e n v e l o p e e n c l o s e d wi t h t h i s
letter.

EXHIBIT 5
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FormletterUsed—HomeOffice&Branch
(company stationery)
T ha nk yo u for yo u r re cen t p a y men t. Ma y we ca l l to you r a tte ntion the fa ct tha t
yo u m a i le d t h i s p a y m e nt to t he in c o rr e ct a dd r ess.
In the fu tu re, pl ea se ma i l yo u r pa y me nt s d ir e ct ly to :
(Compa ny Na me)
Regiona l Collection Office
P. O . B o x

Atla nta

2,

Georgia

in the en ve lop e p ro vid ed wi th ou r i nvo ice s. T his will hel p u s spe ed u p cre dit
to you r a ccou nt. And, ju st i n ca se you ha ve mi sl a id yo u r en ve lop e, we ha ve
en cl osed o ne wit h th is l et te r so t ha t yo u ma y u se it t o en cl ose yo u r next payment.
EXHIBIT 6
advice of credit is wired by the ba nk to the
Homelite cashier daily. The same day the
bank prepares two photostat reproductions
of each remittance processed and makes the
following distribution:
1.

One photostat of each remittance,
together with rela ted papers and a
transmittal control listing tape, is
routed to the Homelite cashier.
This photostat serves directly as
the posting media and aging
schedule at the Homelite Home
Office.

2. One photostat copy of each remittance, showing the paying reference,
is mailed by the bank to the Home lite branch servicing the account.
The bank routes the remittances for presentation the same date by the method selected by the bank's experienced transit department. Funds are transferred from the regional point to a New York City or other
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depository in accordance with an acceptable
arrangement worked out between the bank
and the company. Both the home office and
the branch servicing an account are immediately advised if items are returned for
non - payment by drawee banks. This arrangement enables Homelite personnel to
take necessary action to "rescue" the pay ment (s). Bank statements are rendered to
coincide with the closing dates of our accounting periods. "Paid -in- full" account remittances, items not made payable to Home lite and other special classification items
are not immediately processed by the ba nk
but are handled in accordance with specific
instructions. Exhibits 3 to 6 are informative in respect to severa l of the steps in the
procedure.
Such a program can be operated on a per item service charge basis with the bank or
by establishing an account with a minimum
balance requirement which offsets the service charges.
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What a "Value Analysis" Group Can Do
to Achieve Cost Reduction
by OWEN B. HILL
budget directors, purchasing agents, enP gineers, and representatives of all other
phases of management are constantly
ROD UCTI ON

M E N , ACCOU N T AN T S,

on the alert for new ways of reducing production costs. This need for the
constant control of costs has been the largest contributing factor in the growth
of value analysis. Big businesses have recognized this need and have developed
value analysis to its present rank as a function. They have selected a group of
specialists to concentrate on cost reduction —men who can efficiently analyze a
product and accurately determine its value. These specialists are charged with
the responsibility of reducing operating or production costs. The performance of
this group can, in many instances, be the deciding factor in determining whether
or not a firm realizes a profit for the year's operations. Savings realized from
the operation of an efficient value analysis section will be far in excess of the cost
of operation.
Tools Needed in Value Analysis
The primary purpose of the value analysis section was and still is to reduce
the cost of production by lowering the cost of materials used. To effectively perform this function, it is necessary to have a thorough understanding of the
product or products being produced by the company, to know what the consumer
expects of your product and to stay abreast of the new developments in the
particular line of business. There have been instances when products have been
completely replaced by some new product which can perform the same function
cheaper and in a more simple manner.
It is also necessary to know and understand the job performed by each component part of the product. This will permit ready recognition of situations in
which a lower cost replacement will be acceptable. In discharge of the analysis
function, it is also necessary to know the reason for using special kind of material

OWEN B. HILL, Evansville Chapter, 1952, is an Analyst with the Evansville Division of
Whirlpool Corporation. Previous to this, he was employed by Servel, Inc., and by the
Federal Bureau of Internal Revenue. Mr. Hill currently serves as Vice President of Evansville Chapter.
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in one area when most any material can be used in another. Market conditions
are likewise relevant. New materials being developed might be used to replace
some expensive material being used currently.
It is vitally essential, in value analysis, to know and understand currently
available production methods and whether they can be applied to the company's
operation. It is possible to realize large cost savings by introducing an improved
production method. There is much talk today of automation but, in many cases,
automation is more expensive than some simpler method. Every proposed plan
must be thoroughly analyzed.
Further, very few manufacturers produce all of the parts needed to make the
items they sell. It is cheaper to secure many parts from suppliers who specialize
in one field. But, in order to determine that the company is getting all it pays
for, it is necessary to know what methods are used by the vendor to produce
the part needed. Is he using the best possible method? What is the capacity of
his equipment? It is possible to analyze the part and determine its value. If the
company is being overcharged, it can realize some cost savings through negotiation.
In addition to the points outlined so far, one must be familiar with many other
matters. The company's acceptable quality standards is one of them. A very
good understanding of the accounting system being used is needed by a value
analyst. It is extremely helpful to have a working knowledge of time study
methods. Current peak capacity of the plant is important information, as is
familiarity with the plans for future operations. It would be virtually impossible
to list everything needed to have a "top- notch" value analysis group, but the
points mentioned above are the most necessary in my opinion.
The experience in my company has been that value analysis works more
effectively by being connected to the cost accounting department. In some other
business, it might be more beneficial if it works closer to purchasing. In some
other type, it might function better as a separate part of the staff. In any event,
it is essential that its personnel have a good background in accounting principles.
Using Value Analysis on Purchased Materials and Parts
Purchasing personnel can use the value analyst to good advantage in reducing
the cost of purchased materials or component parts. By carefully analyzing a
purchased component part, a good analyst can determine, within very close
limits, what the cost of the production should be. In most cases, he can determine the exact cost of the material used. Plastic, nylon, rubber, all metals, and
many other raw materials are sold by the pound. By weighing the material, the
analyst can get the exact cost of the material used in the part. Thus, it is necessary
70
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for him to know the current price of raw materials and have a good understanding of current market conditions.
Through his knowledge of production methods, the analyst can determine
which method would be best to produce the part in question. If the analysis
shows that some method other than the one used by the supplier is more
economical, the latter should be informed. If he does not have a "wide- awake"
analyst to inform him, there is a good possibility that he has not heard of this
improved method. Both the vendor and the purchaser profit from this situation
and cases of this type are not unusual. They are rather common and they can
work in the opposite direction. The vendor can, through analysis, arrive at a
solution to problems of his customer.
Substituting one part for another is one of the most lucrative methods of
cost reduction. Engineers often over - design a product. For example, they often
design a part which must be produced by an expensive screw machine process
when a simple stamped metal part will perform the same function. Plastic parts
are often designed as molded parts when an extruded plastic part will suffice.
The latter are more simple to produce and are, therefore, less expensive. Expensive metals are often asked for by engineers when lower cost materials will
perform the same chore. Engineers often design parts from a performance
standpoint, with very little regard for cost. The "wide- awake" analyst will get
into the act when the specifications are being written. Constant use of this preproduction analysis is a very effective method of cost control.
After the design is complete and production has started, it is quite often
possible to cut assembly costs or other production costs by substituting some
easy to assemble part for a more complex part. For example, an inexpensive
easy -to- install grip ring quite often replaces a more expensive harder -to- install
cotter pin. Bolts with pre - assembled lock washers can be hopper -fed to assembly
and often replace separate bolts and washers which must be handled manually.
This can save many production hours. Parts designed to be assemblies can often
be replaced by inexpensive die castings.
All new developments are welcomed by the value analyst because they may
mean more cost savings. For example, multi- spindle screw machines now produce
6, 8, 10 or more pieces simultaneously in less time than older single - spindle
machines can produce 1. Vendors are constantly experimenting to produce a part
which will replace some more expensive product being furnished by a competitor.
These savings are then passed on to the consumer. New materials are being introduced regularly. Further, production methods, as a result of the research
Conducted by the manufacturers of production machinery, are being improved.
These matters bear close watching.
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Programming and Evaluating Value Analysis
The business large enough to have a value analysis team should plan the
group's operations carefully in order to show maximum results. Large manufacturing concerns classify their purchased items in various categories such as
hardware, fasteners, molded plastics, die castings, stampings, and numerous
others. If only two per cent of the total purchases are in the fastener category,
you should show it near the bottom of the priority list. Select the category with
the most potential as the first to be analyzed. More cost savings are possible
in the area in which the company spends six million dollars per year than in the
area in which it spends only five hundred thousand per year. Categories should
be listed according to their importance.
A schedule allotting a certain amount of time to each category should be
established. No fixed amount of time can be set up with a definite limit, but a
tentative schedule should be prepared. This should be flexible enough to allow
more time to the lucrative categories and less in those which prove to be non profitable. After some preliminary investigating, quotas can be established for
various areas. They should not be goals which are ridiculously low, nor which
are unattainable but as realistic as the company's operating budget, sales forecast,
or any of the many other projected figures. A non - realistic goal could defeat the
purpose of the program.
A part of each program should be planned visits to the plants of the suppliers.
Through these visits, the analyst learns the methods used by the vendor and gets
acquainted with the operations. He can usually obtain information which is very
valuable in cost estimating. A written report should be made on each plant visit
showing size of the plant, possibilities for expansion, equipment list, layout in
general, special departments, such as tool room, or research, number of employees, housekeeping, organization chart, and other data made available by the
vendor. This report should give a clear picture of the operation. Any suggestions which the analyst might have to improve the efficiency of the operation
should be contained in the report. The analyst cannot hesitate to be critical if he
can produce a substantial cost savings.
These visits to the plants of vendors should be followed by a study of the
methods being used in the industry involved. Maybe there are new methods
which obsolete those used by the present supplier. It is possible that the vendor
is not using the best method available to produce the parts. It is possible to
estimate production costs very closely after seeing the operation and determining
machine speeds, estimated hourly rates, and other figures. Exhibit 1 is illustra72
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VA L UE A N AL YS I S O F P UR C H A S E D P A R T C O S T*
Da te

—

I

An aly s t

Ve n d o r

A n a ly s is o f Part M

Name

Es t im at ed An n u al Us age

Us e d o n M o d e l s

D E S C R I P TI O N O F C H A R G E

EACH

TO O L C H A R G E
Am o r t iz e t o t al t o o l ch arge o ve r es t im a t ed an n u al u s age t o d et erm in e
cos t ea ch .)
C O S T O F M A TE R I A L
L i s t a l l m a t e r i a l s u s e d i n t h e p a r t a n d s h o w the w e ig h t , p r i c e p e r po u n d
a n d n o r m a l s c r a p a l l o w a n c e t o c o m p u t e the c o s t o f the m a t e r i a l u s e d i n th e
p art . P a c k ag i n g m a t e ri a l s sho uld be sh o wn sep arately . )
CO NV ER SI O N CO STS
It i s ab s o lu t ely im p erat ive th at each o p erat io n b e sh o wn s ep arat ely if y o u
a r e t o a n a ly z e the c o s t c o r r e c t l y . H e r e , i t i s n e c e s s a r y t o e it h e r s e c u r e
in fo rm at io n fro m t h e ve n d o r, o r h av e ac cu ra t e fi gu re s f ro m p as t e x p er i en ce s
o n m a c h i n e s p e e d s , e t c . I n t h i s s e c t i o n , s h o w f o r e a c h o p e r a t i o n , th e
n u m b e r o f p i e c e s p e r h o u r , t h e h o u r ly l a b o r r a t e , a n d a n e s t i m a t e d b u r d e n
r a t e . A l l o p e r a t i o n s t h r o u g h in s p e c t i n g a n d p a c k a g i n g s h o u l d b e a n a l y z e d . )
FR EIGH T
In al m o s t eve ry in s t an c e, th e freigh t invo lved can b e o b t ai n ed f ro m e it h er
th e v en d o r , o r n e a rb y f r e ig h t t e r m i n a l. )
PR OFIT
—
A l lo w a r e a s o n a b l e p e r c e n t a g e fo r p r o f it .

Du n k B r a d s t r e e t . Mo o d y '$ , e t c .

c a n f u r n i s h t h is p e r c e n t a g e . )
TO TA L C O S T
Th e t o t a l o f a l l t h e s e c h a r g e s i s the c o s t a s c o m p u t e d b y th e V a l u e A n a l y s i s
m e t h o d a n d s h o u l d b e v e r y c l o s e to t h e a c t u a l c o s t . T h i s c o s t s h o u l d b e
co m p a red wit h t h e act u a l co s t t o d et erm in e if t h e p ri ce y o u a re pay ing is
re as on a ble.)
* Th e f o r m s h o w n h e r e is n o t a s t a n d a r d f o r m to b e u s e d b y e ve r y va lu e a n a ly s is gr o u p , bu t
it d o e s g i v e a l l o f t h e d e t a i l s n e c e s s a r y t o a c c u r a t e l y d e t e r m i n e t h e v a lu e o f a n y c o m p o n e n t
p a r t o r f i n i s h e d p r o d u c t . I f t h e a n a l y s t d o e s a t h o r o u g h j o b , h is e s t i m a t e d f i g u r e s w i l l b e
e x t r e m e l y a c c u r a t e . F i g u r e s u s e d h e r e a r e q u i t e o f t e n s t a n d a r d f o r th e i n d u s t r y i n v o l v e d .
Ho we ver, t h e e x p er ien c ed a n aly s t c an d evia t e f ro m t h is s t a n d a rd wit h e x ce lle n t res u lt s .
N u m b e r o f d i r e c t w o r k e r s , t o t a l f lo o r s p a c e , t y p e o f e q u ip m e n t , a n d m a n y o t h e r f a c t o r s
c o n t r ib u t e to t h e s e d e v i a t i o n s .

EXHIBIT 1

tive of the information which can be developed. From this, the approximate
percentage of profit realized by a vendor can be determined. It is entirely possible that even though this vendor's quotation was low, his profits are too high.
If this is the case, the company can reduce the cost by negotiation. It is not
unusual for the analyst to solve a major production problem for a vendor which
proves profitable to both parties.
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The value analysis group should provide management with a complete record
of all its activities and the results of these activities. Through these periodic
reports, management can keep informed on new developments, methods, and
other activity with a minimum of effort and time consumed. An accurate record
of cost savings realized should be maintained in order that management can
compare the results with the quota established. Reports giving this information
should be made at regular intervals. (Exhibit 2).
VAL UE ANALYSIS C OST R E D UC TI O N PR O G R E S S R E P O R T

Cat ego ry
Des cription

Actu al
Th is Month

Go al
Th is Mon th

Actu al
C u m u lative

Goal
C u m u lat ive

( T h i s c o l u m n c a n b e a l t e r e d to s u i t t h e n e e d s o f a l l p h a s e s o f m a n a g e m e n t .
To p m a n a g e m e n t m i g h t b e i n t e r e s t e d i n m o r e t h a n o n e t y p e . R e s u l t s , o r p r o g r e s s ,
ca n b e s h o w n b y d e p a r t m e n t s , by the d i f f e r e n t t y p e s o f m a t e r i a l , b y p e r f o r m a n c e
of in divid uals, et c . )
GR AN D TO TA L S

EXHIBIT 2

Periodic checks should be made to determine whether or not the available
sources of information are being used advantageously by the value analysis section. It is possible, over a short period of time, to accumulate more sources of
material than are needed. Here, you must apply the principles of the section
itself and determine the value of the floor space, subscriptions to periodicals,
tools, and other expenses incurred by the group. They should be subject to
investigation as well as any other department. The results of value analysis can
be evaluated through use of tabulating equipment. Tabulating can provide
management with valuable information such as cost savings realized, how they
were realized, in what areas they occurred, what portion of the quota has been
realized and other pertinent facts.
Value Analysis for All Businesses and Areas of Operation
Any business which manufactures a product containing purchased components
can use the principles of value analysis to advantage. The size of the business
naturally dictates the amount of analysis needed. However, even very small
manufacturing operations are deriving benefits from the use of value analysis.
In small concerns, the analysis is usually performed by the purchasing agent, or
buyer, because the budget will not permit another full -time employee. These
part -time analysis programs are often quite profitable. It is natural that the pur74
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chasing section should handle this function in the smaller business because the
largest potential for cost savings is in the purchasing of materials and components. Cost reduction is a basic part of the job for buyers and purchasing agents.
Value analysis can be used advantageously in areas other than production and
purchasing. The service departments can also benefit from their efforts. These
efforts should be used in any area where costs seem to be too high. One area
which can usually always be improved is that of materials and supplies. Let the
analyst find out why we spend such a large amount of money for gloves, oil,
tape, cleaner, abrasives, and other supplies. These overhead items add to production costs, also, and they should be controlled.
Maintenance costs quite often can be curbed through analysis. Definite steps
should be taken to make sure that a truly effective preventive maintenance program is in operation. This step alone often reduces maintenance costs by a large
percentage. Make sure that the proper lubricant is being used for maximum
efficiency. Analyze the methods used in the various sections of the maintenance
group. Determine whether or not the carpenters have the necessary tools —or
if they have unnecessary equipment. Is the time of the electricians being used
advantageously? Is it really necessary to employ so many millwrights? Can an
outside contractor perform some jobs more economically? All of these questions
can be answered by a good analyst.
It will probably be profitable to investigate the methods of materials handling.
This analysis should start in the receiving area and continue on through the
shipping area. Material storage, methods of transporting materials and components from one point to another, warehouses, and all other sections should be
analyzed thoroughly to determine that the most economical method is being used
to advantage.
Office systems and procedures are improved regularly, also, and the progressive
firm will take steps to see that it is using the most efficient method. A competent value analysis group can include these regular checks in its schedule
or a separate procedures group can perform the function, inaugurating such devices as tabulating equipment usage charts, methods of determining cost to issue
a purchase order, cost of various reports of questionable value, effectiveness of
advertising and sales promotion ideas and many others. This area can prove to
be quite lucrative if a good analysis is conducted.
The worthwhile analysis group will make certain that methods of cost control
exist in every possible area. To really be effective, these controls should be
enforced constantly. All too many firms stress cost control only in periods
of decline. When sales are booming, they allow unnecessary costs to accumulate.
Many profit dollars are lost in this manner.
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A Growing Function
In my opinion, value analysis is destined for a very bright future. Every
year more firms are realizing the advantages to be gained through its use. One
large manufacturer, for instance, now has a vice president in charge of value
analysis. The analysts serve as police officers who try to see to it that the rules
of good business are obeyed at all times. Like police officers, they are ready at all
times to help you cross some busy cross -road in a rush period.
The supervisors and leaders in value analysis serve as a governing body.
They try to see to it that all areas of the business operate together smoothly.
They promote cooperation between the different factions. They propose ideas to
management which they feel will be beneficial to the company generally. They
suggest rules which they feel will help solve a problem or control some area
more efficiently.. This function is comparable to the legislative bodies in our
own government. Value analysis can be the very life of your business. It has
been very profitable for mine and many others.

Inventory —W hose Responsibility?
by C. K. BO W MAN* & C. C. ORMSBY **

W
�

H O I S CO M PL E TE L Y r e s p o n s i b l e for co nt rol l i ng i n ve n t o ri e s?

Wi t hi n t h e o rga ni z at i on ,

/ di ff e re nt st a ff fun ct i ons ac ce pt pa rt i al re s pon si b i l i t y:

1. T h e sales de pa rt me nt must kn ow the co m pa n y's abil it y to shi p agai ns t cu stome r orde rs.
2. Fi nanci al o r acco unt i ng pe opl e re port val ue s, turnove rs, uni t s by part , etc.,
so that ot he rs ca n t a ke ac t i o n .
3. Prod uct e ngi ne e rs need to kn o w inve nt ori e s so t hat de si gn chan ge s can be
co- ordinated.
4. Pr o d u ct i o n pe o p l e m u s t k n o w t h e s t o c k i ng p o l i c y f or a l l i nv e nt ori e s, i n or de r
to prod uce e co nom i cal l y.
But it is o u r firm belief t hat i nve nt ory re sponsi bil i t y rests compl e t e l y i n t he chief
acco unt i ng officer.

W h e n a mac hi ne st ops, me chani cs ar e call ed in to ge t i t back i n

ru n n i n g or de r; li kewi se , wh e n inve nt ori e s st op, so me on e ha s t o ge t t h i s i nv e n t or y fl owi ng
aga i n . B u t w h y s t o p a m a c h i n e ? Wh y s t op i n v e n t o r y f l o w ? One r e a so n i s t o t ak e ph ys i c al
inve nt ori e s.
Let us conside r t he economi cs of inventory - taking.

W e feel t hat pol icy i n this are a

sho ul d be se t b y fi n an ci a l pe o pl e . T h e y sh o ul d m e as u re co u nt i ng co s t s , l os s of pr od uct i o n,
etc., i n re l at i onshi p to accuracy i n t he me t h od of inve ntory- taking an d benefits re ce ive d.
A da y's sh ut d o w n each 21 -day mon t h me ans a n incre ase d l oad on t he ot h e r 20 days
of 4.8 pe r ce nt du e to t he re t urn on inve st me nt be i ng e a r ne d in 20 rat he r t han 2 1 days.
Al so, i nve nt ory "p a r k i n g pl ac e s" t h r ou gho u t the pl a nt i ncre ase t he inve st me nt , de crease
t urnove r, an d wi l l de crease profi ts si nce it al so cost s t o st ore i n addi t i on t o t he mone y
tied up.

W e say t he acco unt ant has t he re l e vant dat a at his fi nge rti ps an d sho ul d st e p

up t o hi s re s po ns i b i l i t y to pr ot e ct t h e a ss e t s o f t he co mp a ny.
* Speciali st in Cost Re duct i on and D i s t ri but i on Cost s, Ge ne ra l Ele ctric Co., Fort
W a yn e , I n di an a.
* * C ont rol M a na ge r , F o r t , W a y n e ( I n d i a n a ) Pl ant , U ni t e d St ate s Rub be r Co.
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The Effect of Inventory Change on
Break -Even Analysis
by ROY E. TUTTLE
including the
break -even chart, represents in its
simplest form an easily comprehensible
method of displaying to management
the effect of changes in volume on
profits. In addition, a more detailed
analysis of break -even data will reveal
to management the effect of alternative
decisions that convert costs from variable to fixed or fixed to variable; the
effect of decisions which increase costs
and also increase sales volume and
revenue; and the effect of decisions to
change the unit sales price or prices. It
is also a useful visual aid to portray
such expectations as those included in
a comprehensive budget.
As implied in the title, this article
will concentrate upon break -even analysis in situations in which the inventory of finished goods changes during
the period. This approach is in contrast to the usual break -even discussions which concentrate analysis on
current production and period costs by
using the simplifying assumption that
the finished goods inventory does not
change. Three situation cases will be
analyzed:

B

REAK -EVEN ANALYSIS,

Management has decided, or
is contemplating, a reduction
in the finished goods inventory, the decline to be proportional to sales (using Case 2
budget).
2. Management has decided, or
is contemplating, a reduction
in the finished goods inventory, the decline to be a given
quantity (using Case 2 budget) .
3. The company uses first -in,
first -out inventory method in
costing finished goods (using
Case 2 and Case 3 budget).
Exhibit 1 contains three different
budget situations of A Manufacturing
Company, which is engaged in manufacturing and selling a single product.
The budgets, Cases 1, 2 and 3, are not
alternatives. Rather, each case is a
budget to illustrate an analytical approach. The budgets of Exhibit 1 and
all subsequent discussion are based on
the following assumptions:
1.

Variable costs vary directly
with number of units produced or sold.
a. Unit variable production
costs are: direct material

is an Assistant Professor of Commerce at the University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin. He was formerly with the faculty of the University of Utah and
the University of Minnesota.
ROY E. TUTTLE
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$3, direct labor $2, and
variable overhead $1.
b. Variable expenses are: distribution 80¢ per unit sold,
administration 50fi per
unit sold.
2. Fixed costs do not vary with
production or sales within the
relevant range of contemplated
production.
� . Unit sales price of finished
product is $12.
Typical Analysis
Exhibit 2 illustrates the usual break even determination and Exhibit 3 the
usual break -even chart presentation for
data representing Case 1 of Exhibit 1.

Sales
In ve n t o r y 1 / 1 / 5 8
Pro du cti on
Direc t M aterial
Direct Labor
Overhead -Fixed
Overhead - Variable

in work in process of finished goods.
The break -even computations are based
on the contribution that each unit sold
will make toward covering the fixed
costs and providing a profit. Exhibit 3
is diagrammed to disclose both the
break -even point and the budgeted
level of production and sales activities
of the period. It will be noted that the
levels of fixed costs are first included
and that the projection of the variable
costs "take off" from the level of fixed.
The break -even point is the intersect at
44,681 units of sales revenue and costs.
An alternative diagramming is a struc-

A M A N UF A C TURI N G C O M P A N Y
Bu d ge t f o r 1958 ( a)
Case 1
Case 2
(N o I n ven t or y )
( L. L F . O . )
Un it s
Un it s
Am o u n t
Am ount
8 6 , T0 0
T 5 0,000
90,000
$1, 08 0,0 00
(b)

40,000
80,000

80,000

308,000

240,000
160,000
120,000
80,000

In ven t o ry 12 / 3 1/ 5 8
Cost of Goods Sold
Gr o s s Ma r gi n
Expenses:
Di s t r i bu t i o n
Fi xe d
Variable

This typical analysis of cost- volumeprofit relationship assumes no change

(b )
600,000
360,000
80,000

Case 3
(F. 1. F. O)
Un it s
Am o u n t
$960,000
80,000
20,000
80,000

240,000
160, 000
120,000
80,000
30,000

231,000
7a 7 000
403,000

90,000

148,000
240,000
160,000
120,000
80,000

20,000

150,000
598,000
7 -2 ,

80,000

50,000
64,000

50,000
72,000

50,000
64,000

Ad m in i s tr a ti ve
Fi xe d
Variable
Total Expenses

40,000
40,000
$194,000

$

40,000
45,000
207, 000

40,000
40,000
$194,000

Budge ted N et Pr ofit

$166,000

$

196,000

$168,000

(a) The three cases are different budgets to illustrate subsequent analytical approaches; they are
no t to re p re s e nt a lt e rna ti v e s .
(b)

Inv e nt o r y i s o f no i mpo r t,

as c h a n g e s a r e i g n o r e d .

EXHIBIT 1
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C O M P U TA TI O N AND P R O O F O F TYP I C A L ANALYSIS

Sales price
Le s s va ria b le cos ts:
Dir ec t m at erial

$12.00
$3.00

7 . 30

$

.

Dis tr ib u tio n
Ad m in is t ra t io n
C o n t r i b u t i o n t o f ix ed
co s t s and p ro fit

$

2.00
1.00
.80
50

Direct lab o r
Factory overhead

Br e a k - e v e n vo l u m a = $1Zo , 000 + $50, 000 + $40, 000 : $ 2 1 0 , 0 0 0
4.70

4.70

_ 44, 681 un it s

4. 70

T h e n u m e r a t o r is t h e fi x e d c o s t s t o b e c o v e r e d ; t h e d e n o m i n a t o r t h e c o n t r i b u t io n o f e a c h u n it s o l d :
BE

= Fixed Costs
1

i s o f t e n s h o w n a s th e eq u a t i o n

-V a r i a b l e c o s t s
Sales

Proo f:
Bre ak -even s a le s

4 4 , 6 8 1 Un i t s @ $ 1 2 . 0 0

Pr o d u ct io n co s ts:
Va r ia b le p ro d u ctio n co s ts

4 4 , 6 8 1 U n i t s @ $ 6. 0 0

$268,086
120,000
$388,086

Fa c to r y o v e rh e a d - F ix e d

0

C h a n g e in i n v e n t o r i e s
C o s t o f g o o d s s o ld
Gross ma rgin
Dis tr ib u tio n & a d m in is t r a t io n ;
Fixed
Variable

$536,172

388,086
148,086

44 , 6 8 1 Un it s ,@ $1. 30

90,000
58,086

148,086
0

Br ea k -e ve n

EXHIBIT 2

tural relationship of the production cessionary pressures, management is
fixed and production variable costs to desirious of making a concerted effort
which are added in order, the distri- to reduce the level of finished goods
bution variable, and administrative which, though adequate for the
fixed and administrative variable. "higher" level of activities of 1956
Again the break -even point is the in- and 1957, is deemed too large for the
tersect of the administration variable expected lower volume of 1958. This
assumption of an effort to decrease inline and sales revenue.
Through the illustration, as shown, ventory appears quite appropriate at
which has been used in past periods, the present time and was quite apmanagement is encouraged to use this propriate at the time management was
type of chart to picture two alternative making its plans —late 1957. Managecourses of action. Since there are re- ment wishes projections and pictorial
JANUARY , 1959
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prepare the necessary break -even chart,

it must be recognized that management
desires to view the effect of an estab-
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lished policy that for any quantity of
sales up to 90,000 units (the estimated
total sales) 1/9 will be sales resulting
in a decrease of existing finished inventory and 8/9 will be sales provided
from current production.
The approach that will be discussed
in the calculation of all break -even
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EXHIBIT 3

representations be made of the effect:
(1 ) of a decision to decrease inventory, to such an extent that sales from
inventory will be decreased not more
than 10,000 units during the year and
(2) of a decision to decrease inventory
by 10,000 units regardless of what
number of units is sold during the
year.
Sit ua ti on 1: A Pr o p o r t i o n a t e
In v en t or y Reduction
Case 2 of Exhibit 1 denotes a budget
which includes the effect of a decision
to liquidate a portion of the inventory.
(The case has been prepared on assumption of last -in, first out to eliminate an additional consideration of inventory costs other than for the change
in units. Analysis of the same inventory liquidation using first in, first out,
is considered toward the end of the
paper.) The consensus of top manageme nt

th in k in g

is

tha t 9 0 ,0 0 0

u nits

will b e so l d d u r i n g t h e y e a r 1 9 5 8 . T o
80

quantities when unit or monetary inventory changes are involved is that
the cost of existing finished goods inventory is in reality a form of fixed
costs. In preceding periods when
these goods were produced, the assigned cost was composed of elements
of both fixed and variable costs; however, for any analysis of the present or
of the future the individual amounts
of fixed and variable have no meaning.
Units sold out of inventory are carrying an increment of cost as a consequence of the past. Hence, they can
c o n t r i b u t e t o t h e a b so r p t i o n o f c u r r e n t

period costs and profits only the additional increment of the sales price over
the sum of those past costs plus the
variable costs incurred in the current
period as a consequence of the distributive and administrative activities.
The recognition of this inventory cost
is essential in the break -even presentation. The determination of the break even volume on the premises that the
inventory costs are historical invested
costs that must be recovered before any
profit can be earned and that the
N.A.A.
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CO M P U T A T I O N A N D P RO O F O F S I T U A T I O N 1
I nve n tory Pro du cti on
$ 12. 00
$12.00
7. 70
6. 00
1. 30
1. 30
$

Sale s price
Inves tment per i nvent ory unit
Va ri ab le p ro du ct io n co st s
Va ri ab le d is tr ib ut io n an d ad mi ni st ra ti on
Con tr ibu ti on to pe ri od co st s a nd pr of it
1958

1_1.00

Cont rib utio n f rom sal e s ou t of in ve n to ry
Contribution of production

$ 4.70

$ 3. 00 x 10 , 00 0 un i t s i s $ 30 , 00 0
$ 4. 70 x 80, 000 un i t s i s $ 3 7 6, 00 0
90, 000 uni t s
$ 4 0 00

$ 4 0 6 , 0 0 0 c o n t r i b u t i o n t o p e r i o d c o s t s a n c i p r o f i t } 9 0 , 0 0 0 u n i t s so l d , a v e r a g e
co n t r i b u t i o n t o p r of i t o f $ 4, 5 1 1 1 1 1 .
Proof
Bre ake ve n . $ 120, 000 - $ 90 , 000 ( the fixe d costs of t his pe rioca . 46, 552 units
4. 511 111
Proof:

41 , 38 0 un i t s

$ 6. 00

5, 1 72 u ni t s

@

De cre ase in in v en t ory
C o s t o f go o d s so l d
Gro s s mar gi n

46 , 5 5 2 u n i t s @ 1 2 . 0 0
@

Production.
Va ri ab le pr od uc ti o n co st s
Fi xed ove rhe ad cos t s

$7. 70

$558,624
$248,280
120, 000
-$ 37 8—
,280
39, 824
408, 104
150,520

Dis tr ibu ti on an d adm in is tra ti on
Fi xe d expe ns es
46 , 55 2 un i t s
Va ri ab le e xp e n se s
Breake ve n

@

Sa le s to b re ak e v e n

$ 1. 30

90,000
60,518

150,518
2*

( * $ 2 . 0 0 i s t h e co n se q u e n c e o f s e l l i ng a w h ol e un i t . )

EXHIBIT 4

break -even chart is being presented to the variable cost to produce 40,000
management to reflect expectations of units. This is true because the chart
the current year, would be as in Ex- must be consistent with the policy that
hibit 4.
I out of every 9 units sold will be a
In preparing a chart for this situareduction of inventory quantity. At the
tion, Exhibit 5, it must be recognized
that two unit scales are necessary. At 9 -unit level of sale, the chart must
the sales level of 45,000 units, the reflect the cost of producing 8 units,
variable production cost must represent onto which is added the $7.70 of the
JANUARY , 1959
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EXHIBIT 5
ni n t h u n it fr o m inve nto ry.

Al t h o u g h

in the ca lcu la tions the in ve nt or y cost

was treated as an investment that must
be recovered in determining the contribution of the sale to current period
costs and profits, on the chart the same
inventory cost is reflected as variable,
for the decision not to sell a unit
"saves" cost from being charged to
income, and the sale is the factor that
results in the charge. Point (b) denoted a break -even sales volume of
46,552 units and a break -even production volume of 41,380 units.
Situation 2: Specific Quantity
Inventory Reduction
A second and probably the more
practical method of attaining a reduction of finished goods inventory is the
establishment of a policy that inventory is to be decreased a given number
of units. For this analysis, as in the
82

analysis of a proportionate decrease in
inventory based on sales, the inventoried cost will be viewed as a fixed
investment cost per unit. Assuming
the same budget expectations of Case
2, the break -even volume is a different
volume from Situation 1 as a consequence of only one factor: management's decisions that inventory will be
decreased by 10,000 units. The calculation of the contribution by the sale
of a unit out of inventory or of goods
produced this period is the same calculation as above. A unit sold out of
inventory contributes to period costs
and profit $3.00; a unit sold of the
production of this period contributes
to period cost and profit, $4.70.
The decision to sell 10,000 units
from inventory established a $30,000
contribution from sales out of inventory to the current period costs and
profit. The production break -even,
therefore, must be a volume which will
break -even on the remaining fixed
costs —total production fixed cost of
$120,000 plus distributive and administrative fixed cost of $90,000 reduced
by $30,000 contributions from sales
of inventory. To break -even it is necessary to produce and sell 38,298
units, each contributing $4.70 to the
fixed costs and profit, in addition to
the sale of 10,000 units out of inventory. Exhibit 6 gives the proof figures
for this.
The inventory effect is disclosed
when the charts represented by Exhibits 5 and 7 are compared. On both
N.A.A. BULL ETIN

COM PU T AT I ON A N D PR OOF OF S I T U AT I ON 2
C o n t r i b u t i o n f r o m s a l e s o u t o f i n v e n t o r y $ 3 . 0 0 x 10, 000 un i t s = $ 30 , 0 00
C o n t r i b u t i o n f r o m s a l e s o f p e r i o d p r o d u c t i o n $ 4 . 7 0 p e r uni t
Production bre ake ve n

- $ 1 2 0 , 0 0 0 t $ 9 0 , 0 0 0 - $ 3 0 . 2 0 0 - 38 , 2 9 8 u ni t s
$4.70

Breakeve n sales

=

10, 00 0 + 38 , 2 98 _ 48, 298 un i t s

Proof
B r e a k e v e n s a l e s 4 8 , 2 9 8 uni t s @ 12. 00

D e c r e a s e - i n i n v e n t o r y 10 , 00 0 un i t s

@

Production costs:
V a r i a b l e p r o d u c t i o n c o s t s 38, 298 un i t s
Fixed overhead costs

@

$579,576

$ 7. 70

Di s t ri b u ti o n an d ad m i n is t r at i o n
Fixed
Variab le 48 , 298 units
$ 1. 30
Ne t pro fit at br e ak -e ve n

$ 6. 00

$229.788
120,000
349, 788
77, 000

426, 788
$152,788

90,000
62,787

$

@

152,787
1.
( $ 1. i s r e s u l t o f n e e d t o s e l l s l i gh t l y l e e s t h a n 4 8 , 2 9 8 wh o l e u n i t s t o b r e a k e v e n )

EXHIBIT 6

it is necessary to have two scales of the
units; the break -even volume of sales
and production are at different unit
quantities. In Exhibit 5, for every 9
units of sales it is equivalent to 8 units
of production to a total sales of 90,000; in Exhibit 7, the zero level of
production is consistent with 10,000
units of sale and from that point all
sales are from production. Exhibit 5
reflects the cost of sales from inventory as a positively sloped line, denoting that additional sales result in proportional additional inventory cost.
In Exhibit 7 the inventoried costs associated with the 10,000 units of inventory become a fixed element when
the level of sales is of 10,000 units or
JANUARY , 1959

more; for any quantity less than 10,000
units of sales the inventory costs are a
variable cost. The distribution and
administration variable costs commence
at the total of the fixed cost excluding
inventory, as there are variable costs
associated with making the sale of each
unit out of inventory. The variable
production costs of Exhibit 7 commence at 10,000 units. Both variable
cost curves "kink" at the 10,000 point
as production takes over. Variable costs
associated with each unit of production
are only $6.00, $1.70 less than the
average cost of each unit sold from inventory. The inventory cost has to be
reflected uniquely that for any level of
sales up to 10,000 units, the cost from
83

O n E x h i b i t 5 th e in v e n to r y c o st l i n e
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would "kink" at 90,000 units, as all

I

sales over 90,000 (production over
80,000) would be made from produc-
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tion, necessitating additional variable
production cost but no additional sales
of "more costly" inventory units.
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First -in, First -out Inventory
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Method
Change in inventory of finished
goods is not a factor only when units
change; change of inventory cost is
equally important. Case 3 of Exhibit

EXHIBIT 7

1 illustrates a budget situation of 20,-

inv en to ry is va r ia bl e; a t 1 0 , 0 0 0 it be-

remaining range of activity. Point b is
the break -even sales volume of 48,298
units and break -even production vol-

000 units of finished goods in inventory at the beginning of the year and a
managerial desire to maintain that
level as of the end of the budget year.
First in, first out method is used for

u m e o f 3 8 ,2 9 8 u nits.

flow of costs. The beginning inventory

co me s a co nsta nt cost th r o u gh o u t the

BR EA K - E VE N C O M P U TA TI O N - FIR ST -IN, FIR ST -O UT IN VE NTOR Y BA SI S
Inventory
$ 12.00
7.40

Sale price
In ve s tm e n t p e r in ven to ry u n it
Variable p ro du ction co sts
Va ria b le d ist r ib u tio n an d a d m in is t ra t io n
C o n tr ib u t io n to p e rio d c o s ts an d p ro fit

$ 1. 3 0
$ 3. 30

Production
$12.00

$

6.00
1. 3 0

$ 4.70

B r e a k e v e n s a l e s f r o m - $120, 000 - (20, 000 @ $1. 50) + $90, 000 - (20, 000 @ $3. 30)
production

$4.70
$114,000
4.70

Bre ake ven sales

=

.

24,255

un i t s

24 , 2 5 5 + 2 0 , 0 0 0 - 44, 2 55 u n it s

T h e n u m e r a t o r o f t h e " b r e a k e v e n s a l e s f r o m p r o d u c t i o n " c o n s i s t s of ( 1 ) t h e e x p e c t e d t o t a l f i x e d p r o d u c t i o n c o s t s , ( 2) r e d u c e d b y t h e a m o u n t o f t h e f i x e d c o s t s
a l l o c a t e d t o g o o d s t o b e in i n v e n t o r y , ( 3) p l u s t h e f i x e d d i s t r i b u t i o n a n d a d m i n i s t r a t i v e c o s t s , a n d ( 4 ) a r e d u c t i o n b y t h e a m o u n t o f t h e c o n t r i b u t i o n of s a l e s
of e x i s t i n g i n v e n t o r y t o c u r r e n t p e r i o d f i x e d c o a t s a n d p r o f i t . B r e a k e v e n s a l e s
is beginning inventory plus production.

EXHIBIT 8
84
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is $7.40 a unit. Consistent with cur-

rent year expectations, a normal allocation of fixed production costs to each
completed unit will be $1.50. The analysis to arrive at the break -even volume involves first a consideration that
each unit sold from inventory contributes $3.30 to fixed costs and profit,
whereas each unit of current production contributes $4.70 to fixed costs
and profit. Break -even sales are calcu-
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beginning inventory. T o the extent
that there is a disparity in cost between the beginning and expected
ending inventories as a result of either
changes in fixed costs or changes in
variable costs of the current period, a

I

break -even volume results
from considering or ignoring the inventory change.
Referring back to Case 2 of Exhibit
1 which assumes a desire of manage-

I

me n t t o r e d u ce i n v e n t o r y 1 0 , 0 0 0 u n i t s,

differ ent

la t e d i n Ex h i b i t 8 .

Sea

variable cost of the initial inventory is
deemed irrelevant. On Exh ibit 9 the
dashed lines below the solid lines denote the effect of the increase in cost
of the ending inventory relative to the
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fr o m 4 0 , 0 0 0 to 3 0 ,0 0 0 , a n d a ssu m in g

"fifo" inventory method, the break i
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even volume is again dependent upon
the proposed method of inventory reduction. (Case 2 budget was prepared
assuming "fifo "; a "fifo" inventory at
e n d wo u l d b e 3 0 , 0 0 0 u nits @ $ 7 . 5 0

or $225,000. The cost of goods sold

EXHIBIT 9
Ex h ib i t 9 pictoria lly rep re sen ts the
analysis o f C a se 3 , Ex h ib i t 1 . It i ll u stra tes two brea k -even points, the brea k e v e n P o i n t b ' ( 4 4 , 6 8 1 u n i t s) if i nv e n -

.. a

I
�

eo°

tory costs are ignored, and the break even point b (44,255 units) if the
change in inventory costs is taken into
consideration.
In order to locate Point b, it is necessary that consideration be given to the
total cost change of inventory. As was
pointed out previously, the identification of the increments of fixed and
J A N U A R Y , 19 59
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EXHIBIT 10
83

and profit would also be different in

of the period has been deducted from

amou nts of $ 6 ,0 0 0 .)

the total cost. It is not to be inferred
that increments of distribution and

If the inventory is to be decreased in
proportion to sales, the break -even
volume of sales is 48,088 units and
of production 42,745 (Exhibit 10).
The data would shape up as follows:
Let x = Sales; production then =
8/9x. At break -even:
$12 x — $12 0, 00 0 + $ 6( 8/9 x) +
90,000 + $1.30x + $308,000 —
(40,000 — 1 /9x) $7.50
$40.8x — $1,962,000
x — 48,088 units; production
= 4 8 , 0 8 8 X 8 / 9 = 4 2 , 7 4 5 units;
ending inventory — 34,657 units.
If th e inventory is to be decreased
by 10,000 units, the break -even volume
of sales is 49,574 units and production
39,574 (Exhibit 11). The calculation
would be:
Production to sales break -even —
$120,000 — (40,000 @ $3.)
$4.70
+ $90,000 — (30,000 @ $150)

Sales from production break -even
9 , 5 7 4 u n i ts.

Sales at break -even — 9,574 +
4 0 ,0 0 0 in inv en to ry = 4 9 , 5 7 4
u ni ts
Pr o d u ct i o n —

9,574 +

30,000

= 39 ,5 7 4 un it s
Both analyses are based on the premise that fixed production costs are allocated on a capacity basis of expected
production - 80,000 units. Again there
are two unit scales, one for sales
activities and a second for production.
In both charts, the inventory at the end
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administrative costs have been allocated
to inventory.

In both charts the in-

ventory at 90,000 units sales is $225,000, representing 30,000 units at $7.50
per unit.
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EXHIBIT 11

Relevant Range "Concept" In
Break -even Analysis
There are a number of criticisms of
break -even analysis, which include the
limitation as a consequence of multi products and the fact that, in most presentations (including the above), costs
appear to be either fixed or variable
and straight -line. There is increasing
use of methods such as the "least
squares method," the "Williams
method," and others to break down
increments of cost which are "semi variable" into the fixed and variable
increments. See "Budgeting— Profit
Planning and Control" by Glenn A.
N.A.A.

BULLETIN

Welsch, Prentice -Hall, 1957, p. 171These analyses are applicable
only within a relevant range. This relevant range concept applies well to the
break -even analysis. Normally, if a
substantially lower level of production
were to be anticipated, material increments of fixed costs may be eliminated.
Supervisors who are necessary at a
higher level could be discharged or demoted, machines could be sold, warehouse facilities leased to others and
such. Within the budgeted relevant
range of expectations, these costs are
"fixed ". It is believed that break -even
analysis should be presented consistent with the operational plans. If the
plans are not as yet formulated, the
break -even presentations should be
consistent with expectations at various
levels of production, sales, inventory,
and cost.
Break -even analysis requires recognition that production has been or will
be budgeted on the basis of sales expectation and inventory policy. Where
there is in existence a beginning inventory of finished goods and it is expected there will be an ending inventory of finished goods, any change in
inventory cost, either as a consequence
of the change in the units or in the
flow of cost method, should be included
in the analysis.
182).
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Where the break -even analysis is
accompanying a budget or other expression of expectations, it would appear that a standard or normal overhead rate should be assumed in break even analysis for projection. The
break -even chart would have lesser
value if full costing were assumed (as
break -even volume may be substantially below expected volume) ; it is unrealistic and not compatible with present plans.
This article has emphasized the importance of considering inventory levels and cost without attempting to treat
every possible situation. Although inventories may not be a material factor
to the location of the break -even volume if the cost of present inventory is
relatively close to the expected average cost of production, or if "fifo"
method is used and no inventory
change is expected, where a change
is expected, its effect should be included.
Reading on the subject of break even analysis indicates that it "shows
what you want to show." What should
be shown is that which can logically
be presented and intelligently explained to management. Management
should be informed of the effect of inventory increase or decrease in units,
costs, or both on break -even volume.
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Books
Business Investment Policy

Auditing

George Terborgh, Machinery and Allied Prod uctr Institute, 1200 Eighteen St., N.W. Washington 6, D. C., 1958, 260 pp. $10.

Benjamin Newman, John Wiley 6 S o n s, 440
Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y. , 1958, 685
pp., $12.75.

This work is subtitled "a DI. A. P. I. Study
and Manual." Developmental with respect
to the M. A. P. I. recommended equ ipment
replacement method, this text presents well condensed theoretical treatment "of a 'reformulation' " of the method originally offered some years ago in the au thor's "Dy-

Primarily intended to assist in preparation
of stu dents for the uniform exa mination on
auditing prepared by the American Institute
of C.P.A.'s and used by all states, this book
presents problems and solutions or solution
"gu ides" in chapters arranged in conventional asset and liability order.

namic Equipment Policy." Following this
treatment, the present text then turns extensively to application.

Institute on Accounting
(Ohio State)
College of Commerce and Administration,
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, Paper
Bound, 1958, 161 pp.

Reproduced here are texts of addresses delivered a t the 20th annual Ohio State Institute on Accounting. Among topics represented are "Accounting and New Manage ment Attitudes," "Economic Forecasts in
Decision Making," "Marketing Research —

Accounting Methods for
Local Unions
Robert H. Sexton and Herbert G. Heneman,
Jr., W m . C. Brown Co., Dubuque, Iowa,
1948, Paper Bound, 54 pp, $1.

Issued a deca de ago as Research and Technical Report No. I of the Industrial Relations Center of the University of Minnesota,
this pamphlet in an area of little literatu re,
remains available. It is divided into principal sections on "basic requirements" and a
model system of local union accounting,
and has a dozen appendices supplying suggested book and report forms.

Vital Adva nce Planning Tool," and "Profit
Planning."

5th Annual Institute of Accounting
University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado,
1958, Paper Bound, 85 pp.

A stimulating roundup of topics is offered
in the addresses which make up the published proceedings of this mountain states
institute on accounting. Topics of addresses
include, "The Controller Must Control and
Report," "Communication: Problem or Opportunity for the Accountant" and "T he
Use of Electronic Equipment in The Business."
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The Results Approach to
Organization
Edward C. Shleh, Society for Advancement of
Management, 74 Fifth Avenue, New York 11,
N. Y. , Paper Bound, 21 pp., $1.50.

The contra st implied by the work "resu lts"
in the title of this brief study is "activity."
It is this distinction to which the author
addresses himself in describing the best type
of organization. In warning against duplication and division of responsibility, he
notes that "more and more specia lists come
into the picture, all working toward the
same result."
N.A.A. BULLETIN

Corporate Records Retention
(Volume 1)

Practical Automation
Bittel, Melden & Rice, McGraw -Hill Boob
Co., 3 30 We st 42n d St., New York 36, N. Y.,
1957, 376 pp., $7.50.

Controllership Foundation, 2 Park Ave., New
York 16 , N. Y. , 1938, 142 pp., $10.

Mainly a technical book (though well- illustrated) on automation in the factory, this
text also contains a 30 -page chapter on
"Computers, Information Processing, and
Management Controls" which deals with
such topics as inventory and production
control, scheduled maintenance control and

The first of a three - volume series, this
work is a "Gu ide to U. S. Federal Requirements" for records retention. Succeeding
volumes will perform the same function
for the Dominion of Canada and Provinces
(Volume 2) and for state governments in
this country (Volume 3 ) .

operations research.
Credit Department Organization
and Operation
Handbook of Automation,
Computation and Control (Volume 1)

American Management Attociation, 1515 Broadway, Timet Square, New York 36, N . Y.,
1938, Paper Bound, 144 pp., $3.75.

Grable, Rama and Woldridge (Editorr), John
Wiley & Sont, 440 Fourth Ave., New York
16, N. Y. , 1958.

Subtitled "a survey of company practices,"
this study is divided into three main sections, i.e., "Credit Department Organization
and Personnel," "Company Practices in
Credit Depa rtment Operation and Control,"
and "Forms and Related Materials in Company Use ". Sales terms and account follow
up practices are among the many aspects of
the area which are explored.

The particular title of this volume (Volumes 2 and 3 are scheduled for 1959) is
"Control Fundamentals." It includes sections in general mathematics, numerical
analysis, operations research, information
theory and transmission, and feedback control.

Ar ticles
Depreciation —Does It Relate to
Original Cost or to Cost of
Replacement?
Virgil S. Tilly, Accounting Review, October
1958.

"As accountants, we should firmly resist
efforts to confuse accounting principles with
devices to secure increased rates for a utility
or to obtain income tax deductions." The
author of this article includes the foregoing
among his closing statements.
The Managerial Approach to
Budgeting
Raymond Villert, The
1958.

Controller, October

In this article, Dr. Villers, whose management- angled writing on accounting and operating matters is widely k nown, outlines a
number of steps in application of this approach in the budgeting endeavor, among
them "adjusting the accounting system."
JANUARY , 1959

Some Observations on the
Break -Even Chart
A. W . Patrick, Accounting Review, October
1958.

A considered exposition, this paper includes
the observation that it wou ld be helpful if
there were some transfer of interest to
"placing of emphasis in planning on the
relative profitability of alternative courses
of action, rather than on the break -even
point."

ADDRESSES OF PERIODICALS
Accounting Review
c/o Carson Cox,
College of Commerce,
Ohio State University,
Columbus 10, Ohio,
Single copy: ,$'1.50.

The Controller
2 Park Avenue, New York 16,
N. Y.
Single copy: 60¢.
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How We Achieve and Utilize Effective
Daily Labor Reporting
by FRED E. ANDERSEN

P

RACTI CE I N

THE

AR EA

OF

REPORT I NG

the act ivity of labor and the use of

labor reports is as varied as the number of
companies employing labor. Each develops
records for payroll purposes and to provide
such cost data as may be required. The
method may start simply. In some of the
smaller businesses, the "boss" controls the
labor force requirement by employing his
own

estimated measurement of

the

job

ahead, basing his decision on personal experience. Any given sales volume may require a given number of employees to do
the job. He may weigh this decision by
the knowledge that it will take a little
longer to break -in a new employee or to
work out a new process.

As the labor

force increases, this method of estimating
becomes more and more difficult to use. The
boss is not the only one whose awareness
needs to be considered. The employee has
an uncanny knowledge of how much work
is out front and will slow up when the
work load ahead of him decreases and
work fa ster when it increases. This ability
to increase or decrease output creates the
necessity for an effective measurement of

How the Daily Labor Report
Is Prepared
Perfex corporation is no exception to
these requirements. Our monthly volume in
a given department may vary over 100 per
cent between months, due to product mix
and seasonal trends. W e have, therefore,
found it imperative that labor reports be
issued on a timely basis in an understandable fashion, We ha ve chosen as ou r measurement of direct labor performed on an
incentive basis what we call efficiency. This
is determined by dividing earned hours by
actual elapsed hours.

It is reported to all

supervisors daily. Our measurement of indirect labor is its relationship to direct
labor. This is usually expressed in percentage. W e report this labor activity weekly.
This discussion will cover primarily our
daily report, which is our most effective
tool. Weekly and monthly follow -up reports are in summary form and are used
for broader decisions which follow in natural course the daily developments.
The Da ily Job Tick et (Exhibit 1 ) originates in the timekeeping section. It is made
out by the timekeeper for every hou rly job

activity which will be brought to the atten-

performed, both direct and indirect.

tion of supervisors in a manner they can

first function is to record the time of the

Its

understand, and soon enough after the oc-

hourly employee for pay purposes.

currence of the activity to he effective.

card has been coded for cross reference to

The

FRED E. ANDERSEN, Milwaukee Chapter, 1951, is Assistant Secretary and Assistant Treasurer of Perfex Corporation. He has been associated with this firm for the past eight
years. Mr. Andersen is currently serving as Director of Communications of Milwaukee
Chapter. He holds his C.P.A. certificate in Wisconsin.
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EXHIBIT 1
the Daily Performance Report (Exhibit 2 )
and it will be noted tha t all information on
the card, except set -up and incentive rate,
have been included on the performance
sheet. We ra n out of printing capacity a nd
deleted the least important data. The report is run from these cards each day by
department for every operation performed,
both direct and indirect. It is a complete
historical record of the day's operations.
This report is produced in triplicate. It is
distributed ea ch day at about 2 p.m. on the
day following the day of activity. One copy
goes to each foreman, one complete set to

the time study department and one copy is
retained in the payroll department for control.

How the Daily Labor Report
Is Used
The copy to the foreman is processed by
placing a red circle around all efficiency
figures which fall below a certain level selected by the plant superintendent. The
efficiency column, the right -hand column in
the report (coded 19), is perhaps the key
to the successful use of this report by the
foremen. It is calculated by dividing stand-

MLY PERFORMANCE REPORT
EMPLOI EE NO.
D A TE

EUPSED
MOURS

n[ � i

1

3

2

STAND ARD
HOURS

1 11

E

4

GPER.
NO

9

13

f Nl r i

5

QU A N T I T Y

14

AMOUNT
PA I D

AC COUNT NO.
R[Pr.

fCRRUNT

1 6

GUAR.
RATE

15

7

INC EN7I YE
EARNINGS

161

OR D E R
NO .

P A RT
NUMBER

8

SET -UP
EARNINGS

117

12

MAKE -UP
CARNINGS

118

LO,

I Q

EFF.

19

EXH IBIT 2
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and hours by actual hours. A man doing
standard work of one hour's equivalent in
one elapsed hour will have efficiency of
100 per cent. If a standard work equivalent of one and one -half hours is developed
in this time, his efficiency will be 150 per
cent. The foreman may be helped by red circling low efficiency, since that is his first
point of review and, when he is very busy,
often the only review. All other data
printed on the sheet is for his help to
analyze and locate any problems revealed by
the efficiency level. No efficiency is available for indirect workers, but their record is
printed for evaluation by the foreman.
The foreman is responsible for examining the report a nd taking such steps as are
necessary for correction of out -of -line jobs.
He then signs it and sends it to the plant
superintendent, with any necessary comments on wha t he ha s done a s a corrective
measure. After review by the plant superintendent, the signed sheets are retu rned to
the payroll department and are bound by
days as a permanent record signed by the
supervisors. While this process is taking
place, the time -study department is also reviewing the entire set of sheets, watching
new jobs, looking for errors, and also
watching for "out -of- line" jobs . Time -study
reports any unusual items to the plant superintendent, usually completing this study
before the foreman has finished his; it,
therefore, follows that, by the time the foreman makes his report, the plant superintendent has been informed of anything unusual
in the variou s departments and, should the
foreman overlook something important, a
short discussion ensues concerning the use
of the report.
Back in the payroll department, the copy
retained there is carefully reviewed for errors of a clerical nature. Should any exist,
they are reported to the time -study staff
and the foreman involved, to prevent misconceptions. After this screening, correc92

tions are made to pay records, where necessary. When the original copy of the
report is returned by the foreman, as already
noted, the payroll copy is removed and
bound by weeks by department. These copies are given to the plant superintendent,
who uses them for reference in tracing the
continuity of various items, to look for
their recurrence, or to follow any given
parts or units and to examine their progress.
To take an actual example of this, a department work -load has dropped 20 per
cent. This department employed 20 men
last month, and there are still 20 men in
the department. Why? The plant superintendent calls in the foreman and together
they look a t last month's report. They look
at each man's record. How mu ch time wa s
indirect for a direct employee? How mu ch
make -up earnings were paid last month
compared with this month? Wha t is the
efficiency for each employee this month
compa red with last month? Are there common parts? If so, how does the operation
compare? The foreman, armed with data
so developed, goes over the report for
yesterday and looks for weak spots. As a
result, in most instances, men will be assigned to another department, laid off temporarily, or warned against slowing up,
thus keeping the department la bor force in
line with volume.
There are many things to watch for.
Occasionally someone will get "sharp" and
make a "too obvious" attempt to manipulate
his incentive work so that he gets unintended pay benefits. This stands out pretty
clearly when his efficiency suddenly climbs
skyward. Men assigned to new operations
are watched through their reported efficiency. If over a period of time they do not
come up to expected efficiency, the individual case is studied. Perhaps the man
needs special training, supervision, or perha ps he is not su ited to the job. Occasionally a man will change his work method.
N.A.A. BULLETIN

This usually shows up at once in his efficiency.
It mu st be empha sized that this report is
a by- product of our payroll card. This becomes clearer when it is noted that the
payroll ca rds must be listed anyway, for a
visual check to reveal clerical errors. The
only item on the report not used to calculate payroll is the efficiency figure. This
calculation is built into our pay formula on
tabulating equipment. In a bsence of a calculating device, it might be well worthwhile to arrange whatever payroll set -up
exists to produce, by carbon copy or other
means, a listing from which this figure may
be developed. I feel certain the benefits will
far outweigh the cost of produ cing the information. The methods, of course, will depend on what payroll preparation method
the company is now using.

The Essential Consideration
of Report Timing
W e have looked briefly at the source
da ta and intended usage of the da ily labor
report. Now let us examine the timing
which makes the report valuable. This report has been available at perfex corporation since we installed tabulating equipment in 1950 , but only in the last year has
its full usefulness been realized. The reason
for this is timing. This consideration provides wha t I believe to be the real messa ge
of this pa per. The finest systems or reports
are wasted when they are not delivered on
a timely basis. In this case, our da ily performance report was developed five years
before we really used it. It was a good
"cart," but not until we furnished the
"horse" (which in this case was proper
timing) did it begin to have real utility.
It wa s a beautiful history of the operation,
but it slept peacefully in our files.
At that time we used time - keeping stations located in departments throughout the
plant, with a head time- keeper who was
J A N U A R Y , 1959

having a good day if he cou ld rou nd up all
of the time cards for any given day by
quitting time the following day. He was
held up by many things. For insta nce, the
foreman signed each daily job ticket. Transfer slips were chased down eventua lly in a
pocket of a foreman or employee. The control of the time - keepers was difficult because of work conditions in the various departments. A time - keeper must sit still at
a desk while all a bout him a re doing physical labor and generating a lot of human
energy. Drafts, dirt, noise, and discomforts
made time - keeping a wearing job. Finally,
forced by inability to hire timekeepers with
intelligence enough to do the job a nd who
would sit still for these adverse working
conditions, we centralized the function.
Next we realized wha t a terribly expensive system it was which required that
10,000 cards each week be initialled by men
as valuable as foremen. Why not sign a
copy of a daily performance report instead?
Splendid, bu t it comes out so long a fter the
work is performed tha t no one can remember wha t happened. And so we set about
moving up on time. We sta rted with deadlines on the completion of the daily job
tickets. This revealed that some individuals
were holding up order numbers or a ccount
charges or other essential data because of
faulty communications or just plain laxity.
We spent several months cleaning up minor
details. In doing so, we worked closely
with the foremen and plant superintendent
and ga ined favor with them by holding as
bait the release from the onerous task of
signing job tickets, helping them get information faster from other areas, and making
their jobs easier. W e finally got all time
tickets released by 11 a.m.
Next we had to clear the payroll processing hurdle. In this area, as well as in
the tabulating function, we found the human elements of resistance to change the
hardest to overcome. Personnel were justly
93

proud that they ha d never missed a payroll
deadline. Laudable, but how many times
we ha d put three people on the job of tea ring apart the checks, signing and stuffing
them for distribution at the zero hour, to
hold that record intact! Today we have
forty -eight hours to do that job. It took
several weeks, some shifting of personnel
and a bit of a rgument to prove that, by rearranging the work a little bit, the processsing cou ld be completed by noon.
Next came the key - punching. Then the
timing on the calculators and tabulator.
Sometimes the obstacles were seemingly
too great to overcome but, a s we have now
proved, it could be done. The last step
was probably as indicative of the type of
problems we encountered as any, after the
original planning was laid down. It wa s so
simple and obvious after it was started!
Simply, it was taking the report off the
tabulating machine when it was half run
and beginning to separate it for distribution so that, by the time the ta bulating was
completed, the report was rea dy to process.
Believe it or not, that saved us a ha lf hour
in time!
Now this report has great value in our
operation because of its timing. Some of
the benefits largely resulting from the definite schedule and as a result of our work
with this report are:
1. As previously mentioned, we have
48 hours to process our paychecks
for distribution, instead of one or
two.
2. W e have released 25 per cent of
our payroll processing personnel for
other duties and two key - punchers
now spend time training on the
next preceding or successive operations.
3. Our foremen spend about 15 per
cent of the time formerly spent
signing job tickets and get a much
94

better picture.
4. Overtime in the payroll and tabulating departments has been eliminated (centralized timekeeping minimized overtime in that area).
5. Other reports are coming out of the
tabulating department on schedule
as never before, because payroll
was its most important function.
Detailed scheduling of payroll functions enabled better scheduling of
all other functions.
6. Clerical errors are negligible, partly because of pride in doing a good
job, partly because of the concentration on meeting the dea dline.
7. The most va lu able benefit of all is
that our foremen have all the details of their previous day's operations for first, second, and third
shifts by 2 p.m. of the following
day, before they have been superseded in memories by other details.
We approached this whole problem as a
service problem to manufacturing and,
when our plant superintendent tells us he
could not operate without this report, we
feel that the accounting function has done
its job.

Weekly and Monthly
Reporting, Too
Let us look also, for a moment, at our
weekly labor summary. Each week we distribute to the plant manager a summary
report by department by account number
for all departments. This report is developed by resorting the daily job tickets by
department and account charged. The accounts are then summarized and listed on
tabulating equipment for each department.
The result is a secondary control report
which enables the department to be evaluated by showing the overall relationship beN.A.A. BULLETIN

tween direct labor performed a nd the other
labor factors — variances, indirect labor, and
maintenance. Here again, we tie back to
daily performance reports for detail. Suppose the labor variance in a department is
running a bort 25 per cent, or in the ratio
of 4 to 1. If this ratio changes, an investigation is started through the current
daily performance reports to see where the
changes have originated. The plant superintendent is advised to watch the department more closely and he, in turn, works
closely with the foreman. The same applies
if the indirect labor changes its ratio to
direct labor. Again, if maintenance charges
suddenly start to climb, an investigation is
started, causes determined, and corrective
measures instituted.
This weekly report goes only to the plant
manager. He does not get the daily performance reports, because of the detail they
include. He does get the overall results.
The report each week is cu mu lative for the
month, so that he may get the benefit of
seeing not just the week but the progress
through the month as it develops. Once
more, this report is a by- product of payroll
records and is further used to ma ke the distribution of labor for general accounting
purposes.
At the close of the month, labor distribution is combined with other data covering
supplies charges, transferred charges for
tooling, repair and maintenance, and a complete departmental report is developed for
both labor and material charges. The report
is run off on tabulating equipment. W e
formerly wrote it manually, and it can be
so handled. It is possible to calculate percentages for comparison with prior months,
as well as make a comparative report by
listing each month on a twelve - column
translucent worksheet, so that trends from
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month to month are indicated. This work
sheet can then be blue- printed and copies
developed for the foremen and anyone else
interested. It is reviewed by the foreman
and plant superintendent, working together.
We dislik e using the word "budget" in our
factory, since over - emphasis on a now discarded system literally wore the word out.
However, after the examination of these
monthly departmental reports, certain targets are set up for accomplishment in the
ensuing month and results are compared
with the previous month's plan.

Principles of Action in
Report Improvement
Throughout our development of labor reporting, we have followed a set of practical
principles:
1. W e never changed anything to do
with the factory without first consulting the plant manager, plant
superintendent, or anyone else directly involved.
2. W e "sold" every plan we had before we went ahead.
3. We wen t ou t of o u r way to listen
to any and all complaints, suggestions, criticisms, and other comments.
4. We started by believing it could be
done.
I fully appreciate tha t this system is tailored to our special needs, but whatever
system a company has or is developing, the
responsible accountants are well- advised to
find out whether it is effective, whether it
is timely, and to try to put a cross -check
into it in order that it ma y be of the greatest value.
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Page 7: "All cost reduction representatives should meet regularly—at least
bi- weekly —to discuss common problems and to plan action or new cost
reduction progress."
Page 11: "The same theory used to estimate variations in the number of soldiers
kicked can also be used to estimate variations in parts demanded."

Page 24: "Of all the assumptions listed above, the whole concept of break even analysis seems to depend heavily on the validity of the sixth, i.e., that
it is possible to identify the fixed and variable portions of costs with reasonable accuracy."

Page 33: "Some of these factors that affect profits and the rate of return are
recognizable and controlled by management decision. Others, such as market
trends, financial and economic conditions, and the rate of technological advance, are controlled only partially if at all by any one firm."

Page 50: "Since the availability of clerical help will govern and frequently
limit the procedures to be developed in the program, an estimate of the
amount of clerical time available at the factory and general offices is a necessity."
Page 59: "The modern combat unit, with improved speed and mobility, demands a comparable approach in supply operations. New concepts of supply'
require the processing of documents within hours instead of day:.."

Page 71: "Substituting one part for another is one of the most lucrative
methods of cost reduction. Engineers often over - design a product."

Page 87: "Break-even analysis requires recognition that production has been
or will be budgeted on the basis of sales expectation and inventory policy."

